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FOREWORD

Four years ago, ASTD and the ERIC Clearing-
house on Adult Education undertook a cooperative
venture to produce a series of three publications
for trainers. The first two were bibliographies,
Management and Supervisory Behavior, and Occu-
pational Training for Disadvantaged Adults.

The present volume, a literature review on
evaluation of training, completes this series,

Evaluation of training continues to be a big
topic among trainers in business and in industry,
just as it is with other educators. For this reason,
we asked Professors Harrison M. Trice andPaul M.
Roman to prepare a literature review on the strat-
egy, tactics and problems in the evaluation of train-
ing.

The authors have diligently and assiduously
searched the current literature in order to present
an up-to-date synthesis of research findings and ex-
emplary practices. They have approached their task
with the trainer in mind: consequently this mono-
graph is of practical use both to the new trainer as
well as the one with experience.

Since the completion of this manuscript, two

other publications on evaluation commissioned by
the ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult Education have
appeared, both of which will be of interest and
usefulness to the trainer in business and industry.

One of these is Contemporary Approaches to
Program Evaluation, by Sara M. Steele (available
from Education Resources Division, Capitol Pub-
lishers, Inc., Suite C-12, 2430 Pennsylvania Avenue,
N.W.. Washington, D.C._20037, 272 pages, $9.00).

The other is Evaluating the Attainment of
Objectives: Process, Problems and Prospects, by
Sara M. Steele and Robert E. Brack (available from
Syracuse University Publications in Continuing Ed-
ucation, 224 Huntington Hall, 150 Marshall Street,'
Syracuse, N.Y. 13210).

The ERIC Clearinghouse on Adult Education
is grateful to Professors Trice and Roman for their
scholarship and efforts preparing this mono-
graph. Also, we are grateful to ASTD for their co-
operation in this joint venture.

August 1973 Stanley M. Grabowski, Ph.D.
Director

ERIC' Clearinghouse on Adult Education
Syracuse University



INTRODUCTION

l raining based in work organizations attempts
to change the attitudes or behavior of personnel in
sonic desired direction I Roy and Ho Ike. 197 11.
Training may be designed to alter undesirable
attitudes, increase specific types of knowledge.
modify current behavior. or create tendencies
toward certain behavior choices in the future.
Training evaluation attempts in various ways to
disco' er if desired changes occur, particularly when
the trainees return to their jobs.

While training evaluation appears simple and
fundamental. it offers many challenges, particular-
ly in the work-world setting. The purpose of this
monograph is to outline the basic considerations
involved in designing and conducting meaningful
evaluation of training efforts in work organiza-
tions. We shall first examine basic questions in
training evaluation strategy: the barriers to con-
ducting evaluation of training efforts, the reasons
for conducting such evaluation, where and when
such evaluation should enter the training process,
and who should conduct such evaluation. Follow-
ing is a consideration of six approaches whereby
evaluative questions may he posed. including an
outline of the assumptions of each along with their
advantages and disadvantages. We then turn to our
major concern, the tactics of evaluation of training
efforts, and the bases for choosing different tac-
tical approaches.

Harriers to Training Evaluation

Despite many good intention's, effective eval-
uation of training appears to be infrequent. A
reason for this, often unknown to training special-
ists, is that good training evaluation may demand
as much planning and resource input as the actual
training effort. Another reason for giving evalua-
tion shortshrift is the difficulty inherent in deter-
mining the desired training outcomes (Bond. 1970:
Oliver. 1971). Bass and Vaughn ( 19() describe
this problem succinctly: "Many of the outcomes of
training arc difficult to anticipate or predict.
difficult to measure At:on-ably. and difficult to
white to the training obiectic roadi organi-
iationl goals."

A basic re,istanek I. the kAaluation of irainipr
1.1) tint al ot

Evaluation data which indicate a lower-than-
desired degree of effectiveness nay reflect badly
on the trainers and planners, possibly threatening
the resource allocation they receive or their overall
prestige in the organization. Those responsible for
the training may fear that evaluative results will
not he understood by top management, and that
such results will. he used "against" them. A
dramatic illustration of such potential embarrass-
ment is Bremer's (196X) careful evaluation of a
management development program which revealed
changes in a direction opposite to that desired by
top management.

The contrasts between the roles of trainers and
evaluators can produce resistances and misunder-
standings. Evaluators often want standardization of
training procedures and assurance ;hat their evalua-
tive strategy can proceed without interruption.
Many trainers believe that evaluators are a neces-
sary evil, but some view them as "snoops" and, at
worst, evaluation is viewed as a threat to the future
of the training program, and the training which
trainers feel is needed by employees. The data
needed for evaluation must be collected within a
practical work situation that often does not fully
fit the systematic approaches of evaluators. On the
other hand, trainers must recognize the basic
necessities of evaluative procedures. The upshot is
that training evaluators are often forced to com-
promise with training procedures, adjusting their
strategies to work-world realities. The necessity of
accommodation must he recognized in light of the
dependence of training and evaluation on One
another ( Mesics, 969),

Why Evaluate Training?

Although improving the effectiveness of a
specific training effort is often the chief reason for
evaluation, there are other reasons. Numerous signs
point to the 170's as the "decade of accountabil-
ity" (Nadler, I 97 : 2). Work organizations which
support training efforts are becoming increasingly
concerned with tiaining effectiveness. Like other
col porate mums ale expected,
management looks lot returns from investments in

pcsi h.ccill Oilskin) in many quarters, the



past decade has seen an unparalleled growth,
innthation, and diversity in training programs,
strategies, and techniques. In the face of this
diversity and as more is invested in training.
management now asks which specific approach is
likely to be most effective for their specific
situation. Training specialists likewise are atune to
the question of the effectiveness of different
procedures. Thus the plethora of available tech-
niques has heightened the relevance of evaluative
questions.

Another reason for evaluation is its potential
"side-effects" *pointing up training needs and
organizational problems. Evaluation may reveal,
for example, felt needs for better communication
skills or other fundamentals that are not the
primary goals of a particular training effort I Belas-
co and Trice, I 9W)). Problems in performance
appraisal or wage and salary administration may
likewise be revealed as a side-effect of a specific
evaluative effort.

A further argument for systematic evaluation
lies in the simple observation that evaluation is a
fundamental, everyday aspect of organizational
life. Involvement in any change-oriented effort
leads to conclusions about its effectiveness.. While
such comon-sense evaluation will occur "any-
way." it is usually unsystematic, haphazard and
impressionistic. .1 raining specialists will he on
much safer ground with systematic information,
regardless of whether such data supports or refutes
opinions generated via informal appraisals.

Finally, sheet survival of a training department
and its programs may he a major reason for hasty.
last-ditch efforts to collect evaluation data to
justify training expenditures. Lvaluation can be-
come central in a fight for the existence of certain
training efforts.. Under less critical circumstances
evaluation data have been used to improve a
program's financial support. If a sound monetary
return from training can he demonstrated, evalua-
tion data may actually enhance the training depart-
ment's position in the organization.

Where Should Evaluation Start?

Sound training evaluation begins with descrip-
tion before moving to assessment. It should start
with an exhaustive, detailed description or the
training "action," or II orioninion. content, and
context of the particular training effort. In short, it
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is impossible to evaluate a change effort unless that
effort can first be described in its specifies. Such a
description should go beyond the specific training
content, including as much information as possible
about the history of the training, backgrounds of
the personnel performing the training, the organi-
zational setting within which it takes place, along
with as much information about the trainees as is
practically possible to obtain. Training specialists
often believe such descriptions are simple and
readily available. Substantial evidence contradicts
this. Like change agents of all types, training
specialists are usually so "close" to their training
"action ". that they have difficIty in thoroughly
describing it. Much evaluation misses the mark
simply because a detailed description of the train-
ing did not precede the attempt at assessment,
producing erroneous notions about objectives
which then led to inappropriate Criteria for gauging
effectiveness. The absence of descriptions of the
action can lead to assessments that may portray
the training effort in an unfavorable light.

The need to get as full a description of the
change intervention as possible is especially acute
in efforts to evaluate Organizational Development
programs. They included such a wide-range of
intervention efforts that the importance of specify-
ing precisely the nature of the interventions cannot
be overemphasized.

.
By beginning with this kind of description,

evaluators can get a picture of how much "muscle"
the effort has in terms of resources: trainees' time,
personnel, and equipment. When evaluative results
are interpreted, such data can he invaluable in
bringing expectations into line with investments.
For example, supervisory training involving one
hour per week for eight weeks justifies lower
expectations than a program laWng five full
working days. Another example: training done by
the orgimization's selection and placement special-
ist who has little training experience should gener-
ate lower expectations than a program involving an
outside selection and placement specialist with
long training experience. Obviously, expectations
are contingent upon the entire set of factors
comprising the "action."

Turning to trainees, the description of the
"action" should contain an analysis of the selec-
tion factors op...rating to bring trainees to the
training. Do the training people work tinder the



frequent handicap of "We have to take them all"?
Clearly, careful selection of any type of trainees
may markedly influence outcomes in a favorable
direction in contrast to situations where the
trainees must accept all who come, by whatever
means.

A description of the "action" should also
focus on goal consensus. 1)o trainers and line
managers agree on the practical objectives of the
training? Do trainees tend to accept these? How
much, disagreement is there among the trainers
themselves? If there is sizeable disagreement in any
quarter, interpretation of evaluative results take
this i,ito account.

The rapidly expanding varieties of training
devices and strategies underscores the need for
evaluators to know "what the action is" so that
evaluation can he fitted to it. Sonic of these
strategies vary sharply from traditional training
methods, and understanding of them may require
more than cursory attention. For example, at-
tempts to improve interpersonal skills via T-group
and laboratory types of training have proliferated
(Anoris, 1963; Bunker, 1965), generating intense
controversy (Odiorne, 1963; Coghill, 1967).
Business games and simulation techniques (e.g.
supervisory conflict situations) are competing for
popularity with their proponents claiming to turn
written cases into "living cases" (Coleman, et al.,
1966) by comparing trainees' actual decision-
making, in a simulated work situation with an ideal
model representing a performance assumed to he
effective (Wasinuth, 1970; Limp, 1970). Use of
television and videotape has burgeoned (Adams.
1971; Patten. 1971) along with other more esoteric
devices such as telelectures (Glueck, 1971) and
candid camera shots that catch executives dealing
with others under pressure in real situations (Mar-
ctis. 1971).

"Management by objectives" continues to he a
popular technique (Gill and Molander, 1970) and
the more traditional conference leadership pattern.
including written "cases" which set the stage for
role-playing, remains very much a part of the
traMing scene. Intermingled with these have been a
plethora of innovations: peer instruction by past
trainees or current employees (Smith, 1971: West-
ley, 1971: Seingarten. 1971). "high intensity train-
ing" (Davis, 1968; Nadeau. 1969). -aetiom-eeh-
tered leadership" training (Wilic. 1971). training by
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trivial tasks (Oates. 1971), Group Feedback Analy-
sis (Heller. 1970), and listening training ( Ross,
1969). Evaluation of programs including innovative
techniques may call for reading, consultation with
others who have used such techniques, and even
observation of these techniques in action in set-
tings outside one's own organization.

When Should Evaluation Start?

Within the training setting, evaluation is more
effective when it is a normal and accepted part of
program planning from the beginning. Along with
identification of training needs, selection of train-
ipg methods, and logistical planning, evaluation
should he an initial consideration. An unfortunate
but common experience for an evaluator is to be
approached with a request to evaluate an effort
near the end of a training sequence, or after it is
over. Although an evaluative attempt can he made
at this point, it is sharply handicapped and usually
fraught with difficulties.

Some training specialists conduct evaluation
"in mid-stream," i.e. before training action is over,
with the hope of correcting deficiencies during
training and before opportunities are lost. Such
"midstream evaluation" usually leads to altering
the training "action," in one way or another, thus
contaminating later evaluation. Subsequent data on
training effectiveness will not answer basic evalua-
tive questions since it will he impossible to
ascertain whether the, original procedures or the
"midstream" innovations produced the revealed
results.

Collection of evaluative data seems to typical-
ly occur immediately after training efforts con-
clude and before trainees fully "reenter" their
regular work roles. Since reentry may either
reinforce or weaken changes produced by the
training, evaluation at this point can he misleading.
Evaluators selecting this time should qualify their
results to the effect that reentry impact is un-
known. By the same token, evaluative measure-
ment taken only after reentry does not allow
distinctions between training effects and reentry
effects.

Other evaluators have collected information
just before reentry and soon thereafter. This
obviously throws more light on effectiveness than
the single IlleiltitIteS Illelltintled above. At the same
time. however, it introduces the problem of the



"Hawthorne effect." e.g. people alter their be-
havior in response to the researcher giving them
"attention" via data collection instruments. The
processes involved in two collections of data so
close together may produce more change than the
training itself. It is helpful to recall here the almost
universal necessity to compromise in evaluative
studies. When data are collected in this before -and-
after- reentry manner, one should point out the
strong possibility that research effects may be
partly responsible for results.

Other evaluators focus on the extent to which
changes have been sustained at some reasonable
time (six to eight months) following conclusion of
training. In this instance it is difficult to account
for observed change in terms of the training,
reentry, or organizational changes that may have
occurred between the end of the training and the
time of data collection. While such data may fail to
answer basic evaluative questions. the revelation of
sustained changes over a relatively long period of
time may prove persuasive to others seeking to
understand the value of the training effort. Such
"good" findings are not always forthcoming, how-
ever.

It should he obvious that any "one-shot" and
most "two-shot" collections of evaluative data are
fraught with problems. Fleishman et al. (1955)
offer evidence that the time of an evaluation will
influence recorded results. Their measures, taken
immediately after the conclusion of a training
experience, indicated a positive change in the
desired direction. The same measures administered
at a later date indicated that much of the change
had been eliminated: some supervisors had even
become negative about the subject matter of
training.

Wan et al. ( I 9614) urge that evaluation should
take place at several stages of training, not just at
the end of a course. They argue for the collection
of information at four points: (I) trainees' initial
reaction to training; (2) immediate. consequences
(changes in trainees' knowledge, skills, or attitudes
which can be identified immediately after com-
pletion); (3) intermediate consequences (changes in
trainees' actual behavior which result from train-
ing): and (4) long term consequences (changes in
the functioning of the organization due to changes
in work behavior). Kirkpatrick I 1956) suggests that
increased knowledge can he an immediate ohjec-
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tive, changes in job behavior an intermediate one,
and changes in production, turnover, absenteeism,
and morale an ultimate objective. .

Thus the time at which evaluation materials
are to be collected to indicate progress toward any
objective is a vital concern. Another dimension of
timing evaluation concerns the stage of develop-
ment of the unit mounting the training. During the
formatiVe period when objectives and goals are in
flux, enthusiasm will probably be high and result in
greater effort. Baseline evaluation data collected at
this point in time can be markedly affected by the
fact that goals and objectives may sharply change
by the time the training is finished and the
eagerness of the trainers can likewise diminish. In
such circumstances it may be appropriate to
employ two types of evaluation suggested by the
American Institute for Research (1970): "forma-
tive" evaluation, which serves primarily to guide
improvement in a new and evolving program; and
"summative" evaluation which seeks to determine
whether the goals were achieved after the program
has crystalized.

Who Evaluates Training?

Some strongly believe that only outside spe-
cialists evaluate training while others, with equal
emotion, contend that someone inside the organi-
zation should do it. Still others argue that the
trainees (such'as supervisors) should conduct the
major part of an evaluation study (Scott, 1971).

Outsiders are .presumably more objective; de-
liberate choice of an outsider is also mime likely to
produce someone more experienced in evaluative
studies. Outsiders are not involved in internal
power cliques and struggles, and usually have no
vested interest in the outcome of the evaluation.
But as outsiders they often are seen as aliens who
have uncontrolled power to impose evaluation
strategy and who do not "really understand" the
goals, meaning or content of the training effort.
Negative reactions may be reduced by the outsid-
ers' "professional" image if they are academics or
members of an established management consulting
firm. In any event, while such specialists probably
have more expertise, they often find it dIficult to
reduce the suspicious concerns of training practi-
tioners.

Evaluators from inside the organization may
have almost as many detractions. Training special-

ists arc typically action-oriented and know little



about evaluative strategy. They usually are deeply
involved in the training and consequently tend to
regard it as effective. Trainers themselves are in a
difficult position if they must conduct objective
studies with the "risk" of negative results (Weiss,
1970). Unless company policy strongly under-
scores the training improvement function of eval-
uative studies, inside evaluators may be viewed as
threats and placed in an awkward and unhappy
position indeed.

Some large training departments have a
specialized "training evaluator" position, but this is
Impartible for most.. Even if an organization can
afford such a. position the role will still suffer from
the subjectivity and potential threats created by
"insider" status.

The best way out of this dilemma is to find an
academic evaluator or an experienced evaluator in
a management consulting firm whose mode of
operation harmonizes with the evaluative ideas of
training practitioners. The key elements leading to
his acceptance are professionalism and objectivity.
';hese characteristics may he maximized in the case
or an academic-based evaluator since his image
probably does not carry any connotation of the
"right way" to conduct training. The evaluator
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from the management consulting firm, on the other
hand, may represent a particular type of "training
package" which his organization is attempting to
market. Furthermore, the management consultant
may be attempting to build up rapport with an
organization for future contracts such that he may
guide the evaluation in a way that pleases those in
significant power positions. While we fully recog-
nize the professionalism of most management
consultants, the salient point is that most of them
fully depend on this work for their livelihood and
advancement, whereas the academic Is primarily
committed to and rewarded by his university
affiliation.

The approach of either type of professional
evaluator calls for them to help training practition-
ers improve those often crude and flawed evalua-
tive methods which are already in use or being
considered. Rather than immediately implementing
evaluative approaches that to him seem appropriate
for a training program, he starts by carefully
studying the existing ideas and actions which
trainers have regarding evaluation. From his body
of evaluative knowledge he can then assist practi-
tioners in refining and improving their own strate-
gies and tactics.



HOW CAN TRAINING EVALUATION BE APPROACHED?

There are several different ways of approach-
ing evaluation. These "approaches" set forth the
various ways in which the viability of a training
program can be examined; they are not specific
evaluative strategies but instead are "poifits of
entry" into basic evaluative questions. In other
words, a given training effort has dumerous dimen-
sions, and evaluation designs vary in the degree to
which they take these various dimensions into
account. Most discussions of evaluation do not
consider the assumptions underlying particular
strategies, but we believe that some focus on them
will show that training evaluation is somewhat
more than the simple question, "Did it do any
good?"

One experience indicates six approaches to
evaluative questions: the goal-attainment approach,
the cost-benefit approach, the ceremonial ap
proach, the organizational support approach, the
outside validation approach and the native me-
thods approach. In most instances it is desirable to
employ a -combination of several of these ap-
proaches, and it is possible for an evaluation study
to incorporate all six approaches in the considera-
tion of a single program. We shall now examine the
assumptions of each of these approaches and
examples of their use, and then consider specific
evaluative strategies and tactics appropriate for
their implementation.

The Goal Attainment Approach

Within this approach it is assumed that the
objectives of training are clearly defined and that
both line management and staff trainees support
them. It is assumed that the training effort is
directed singly toward these goals and that success
on the extent to which these are reached can he

assessed.
There is no doubt about the goal-attainment

approach being the most traditional, the most
widespread, the most obvious, anti seemingly the
most practical way to assess training. For example.
program evaluation in adult education continues to
emphasize the I 952 statement that evaluation is
determining the extent to which objectives have
been obtained Adult Education Association,
1952). It is safe to assume that the majority of
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training specialists have never thought of anything
other than the goal attainment approach.

The model assumes that trainers have goals
that are sufficiently clear so the evaluator knows
where to focus his measurements, such as the goals
of increased knowledge, specific behavior change,
or increased performance effectiveness in the
"back home" work situation. It is assumed that the
goals are sufficiently specific that their achieve-
ment will produce measurable changes in the
trainees. Obviously the degree of goal attainment
cannot be determined unless some conveniently
measurable criteria can be derived from the goals.
This means some form of reliable and valid criteria
that, like a ruler, have equal intervals of measure-
ment to gauge the degree to which the goal has
been reached. One of the valuable spin-offs of this
approach is to urge training people to be clear,
specific and uniform about the changes toward
which they are aiming.

The goal attainment model is very prominent
in training evaluation practice. Marini (1970)
argues that: the objectives and goals of manage-
ment training programs must be explicitly known
before the programs can be evaluated. The first
goals of a program for updating continuing profes-
sional raining for physicians was the development
of objectives, both immediate and long range
(Dean, 1969). Forty -five percent of the 110
respondents in Catalanello and Kirkpatrick's
(1968). survey of how companies assessed training
indicated that they attempted to measure goal
results, not trainee reaction, learning, or post-train-
ing behavior. Higher wages were both the goal and
the yardstick for evaluating four manpower train-
ing programs and control groups in sixteen firms
that hired program graduates (Greenberg, 1968).

But this deceptively simple model has disad-
vantages. Unless carefully planned in advance,
training objectives often change as the program
unfolds. If an evaluative strategy has been attached
to the initial goals, it becomes irrelevant as the
goals change. Even if goals are stated and are not
changed during the training process, they are often
fuzzy and overly idealistic, e.g. "improve human
relations." "improve the quality of work life." This
should not he surprising, however. Official goals



are "purposely vague and general" (Perrow,
1961:855): it may be more meaningful to examine
the "operative goals" that represent the give-and-
take of informal influences and which come closer
to the actual goals of the effort, these too can be
difficult to define. Even if goals are "nailed down,"
they may be numerous with the consequence that
the evaluator must select from among them and
leave a number unassessed. Finally, there may be
considerable conflict over goals among trainers and
those involved in the training. This will be exacer-
bated if there are numerous goals, which in turn
increases the probability of conflict among goals,
i.e. the attainment of one goal may require the
abandonment of another goal.

A classic example of such conflict ..weeri

those seeking long-term improvement it manage-
mentwurker relations and those desiring short
term, rapid improvements in production. Each may
argue that the achievement of his goal will auto-
matically lead to achievement of the other's goal,
e.g. happier people will be more productive vs.
productive people will be happier. Such potential
combat over priorities in the goal attainment
approach can prevent the evaluation effort from
getting "off the ground."

Evaluators using the goal attainment approach
must spend an inordinate amount of time and
effort ascertaining and making explicit the actual
operating objectives toward which training re-
sources are aimed. In its ideal form, however, the
approach permits the identification of intermediate
targets, allowing for fast feedback to effect repro-
gramming. A further advantage is that it is readily
understood by training people who can participate
intensively in its implementation. If goals can be
ascertained, specified and agreed upon, the goal
attainment approach may be relatively simple.
indicating that in many instances it is pr INably less
costly than other approaches, requ. idg fewer
additional high-priced specialists or consultants.

The Cost-Benefit Approach

In this approach, which is an intense refine-
ment of the goal-attainment approach, the evalua-
tor tries to estimate the benefits of a training
program and the direct and indirect costs of the
program, which in this instance are invariably
calculated in dollars and cents. The ratio of
benefits to costs shows the return that the organi-
zation receives from its investment.
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Historically, this approach has been related to
decision making about alternative training tech-
niques via comparison of their alternative cost-
benefit ratios. Because of this highly explicit
criterion, those employing the cost-benefit ap-
proach must deal intensely with the basic problem
of the goal attainment approach: What are appro-
priate and desirable outcomes, which in this
instance will be defined as "benefits"? Thus the
approach calls for a very explicit consensus on the
goals of the training, assuming of course that such
consensus is essential if the evaluative results are to
be meaningful to the various personnel who have
involvements in the training. Because it is based
upon quantification, the approach requires "bene-
fits" that not only can be tabulated but can be
expressed in monetary. terms. Thus while increased
knowledge, improved human relations skills, or
positive changes in attitudes may be tabulated
from questionnaire or interview data, it is difficult
if not impossible to translate these values into
dollars. Thus the "benefits" must invariably be
defined as some form of output of production to
which specific value can be assigned.

When the cost-benefit approach is employed in
training evaluation, one of two basic strategies are
typically followed. One formula calls for the
benefit cost ratio to be calculated by subtracting
current and capital costs in each year from current
benefits which are "discounted," i.e, the discount
rate reduces benefits by some common percentage
to make up for future benefits that were foregone
by current use of time and effort. Obviously,
different discount rates can sharply influence
cost-benefit results and the subsequent policy
decisions. Thus estimated discounted benefits
minus estimated costs equals the cost-benefit in-
dex.

The second method is to construct a ratio by
dividing the gross benefits of the training for a
typical year by the current and capital costs. Some
state the formula as dividing the discounted pres-
ent and future benefits by the estimated value of
"the resources that would have been available for
other uses" had training not taken place (Conley,
1969). It is more common, however, to divide
gross benefits calculated for a typical year by
cuitent and capital costs to produe a benefit-cost
ratio of gross annual benefits to total annual costs.

Once the bases for calculating benefits and



costs have been establishiyd, the next step in this
approach is the listing of the sources of benefits
and costs, attaching specific dollar values to each.
In company-based training, benefits may be esti-
mated in terms of increased productivity, using
some appropriate yardstick of improvement of
performance. Efforts are then made to establish
the sources of increased productivity. If training is
being evaluated, it will be essential to have com-
parison groups of non-trainees so that the effects
of training may be separated from the possible
effects of other factors. We elaborate further on
experimental design in a later section.

Evaluations of manpower training programs
tend to use the securing of employment or
increased earnings as ways to estimate benefits. In
training programs, cost estimates tend to center
around salaries of training personnel, time of
trainees lost to the company, and costs of training
materials. To these costs are often added charges
for periodical contributions to a "sinking fund"
adequate to discharge debts or make replacements
of major items. A large array of specific benefit
and cost inputs can go into any given formula (cf.
Oatcy, I970),

The evaluations of government-financed man-
power programs offer illustrations of the cost-bene-
fit approach. In estimating training and costs for
Navy enlisted personnel, such items as travel to
school, initial uniform issue, pay and allowances,
and accrued leave for students and staff were
considered (('lary, 1970). A typical example of
cost benefit evaluation of manpower training pro-
grams is study of 501 West Virginia Area
Redevelopment and Area Vocational Training Pro-
gram Trainees and a comparison group of 453
randomly chosen nontrainces (Somers, 1964). By
the summer of 1962, .60 percent of trainees were
employed versus 56 percent of the dropouts and
about 30 percent of the others. A year later.
employment rates were up for all groups, with only
slight differences between the trainees and the
other groups. One of the key indexes in Somers'
study was "pay -hack periods," defined as time
required for differential earning gains to offset
total retraining costs. 1n another evaluation of a
government-financed manpower development pro-
gram. Somers (1965) emphasized the criteria of
gains in worker productivity, employment, earn-
ings, and gains to society in reduced amounts of
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welfare payments, and cost benefits of govern-
mental programs. It was concluded that the econ-
omic gains derived from retraining by the trainees,
and perhaps by society, seem to outweigh econom-
ic costs. The cost benefit approach suffers from the
obvious deficiency that many benefits are intangi-
ble and defy reduction to a dollar and cents value.
However, where benefits and costs can be legiti-
mately put in these terms (as in measurable
outputs in vestibule training), it is an impressive
tool. Unfortunately, the data for many dollar
estimates of benefits is most speculative. At the
same time, the approach is quite attractive since it
attempts to put evaluation into a frame of refer-
ence easily understood by management and, in the
case of government support, it "makes sense" to
fiscally-oriented legislators.

Another disadvantage is that it is a very
complex process that can become so intricate that
often only the end results can be comprehended.
Probably the greatest risk in using this approach
lies in its complexity: possible refinements can be
manipulated in such a way that a specific desirable
outcome can be secured, leaving the non-specialist
unable to detect the defects in the complex
accounting. While one need not expect dishonesty,
this approach offers many opportunities. Its exclu-
sive emphasis on the "final" calculations can raise
anxieties more sharply than other approaches,
giving a sense of an "all-or-nothing" outcome.

While cost-benefit analysis is attractive if
results can be used to persuade managers oriented
to "hard facts," its exclusive use can detract from
the basic goal of training evaluation: improving
training. It may encourage ohe-shot use of several
particular training strategies, with evaluation solely
oriented to the best cost-benefit ratio. But more
importantly, its procedures are not oriented to the
basic issue of why a particular training effort
succeeded or failed.

Finally, it is obvious that a single cost-benefit
ratio is meaningless without some base or alterna-
tive for comparison. This in turn generates the
ever-present issue in evaluation of what is a "good"
outcome as compared to a "moderate" or medio-
cre outcome. Given the complexities involved in
cost-benefit determination, the possibility of illegi-
timate comparisons is great when the choice
between different training strategies is at issue. The
growth of emphasis on "data" and the widespread



availability of computer analysis in work organiza-
tions augur for increased attraction to the cost-
benefit approach.

The Ceremonial Approach

Another modification of the goal-attainment
approach, sharply different from cost-benefit an-
alysis, is to focus upon certain "side-effects" of the
training process which may be viewed as the
"ceremonial" impacts. To some extent, ceremonial
effects are similar to Hawthorne effects in that
they are usually unanticipated results that stem
from social interactions directed at accomplishing
something else. Speaking of Organizational Devel-
opment programs, Margulies is more dranfatic
about the approach: "It seems that a powerful and
neglected force in the effectiveness of organization-
al development has been the magical quality which
is derived from the client-consultant relationship,
and from the psychological belief in O.D. values
and processes" (Margulies, 1972:182).

The ceremonial approach attempts to evaluate
training by estimating the extent to which the
training (1) legitimizes the trainees in the eyes of
others, (2) provides "rites of passage" for trainees
in transition from one status in the organization to
another, (3) acts to maintain organizational stabil-
ity following technological or cultural change, or
(4) changes trainees' self-perceptions in the organi-
zation (Trice, et al. , 1969).

The approach assumes that many organization-
al members experience .inxiety about upgrading
and continuity of staff. It posits that training
serves to reduce these anxieties by legitimizing
those trained. It transmits cues to others in the
organization that those who are trained are com-
petent and eligible for tasks and responsibilities
which they undertake after the training. It is

assumed that the training serves to convince organi-
zational members that selection and other deci-
sions about trainees were appropriate and useful
even though such selection might have been equal-
ly effective if it had simply involved random
choice.

To illustrate. an organization may select a

group of individuals for promotion to supervisor.
Those in the group participate in a training effort
before assuming their new positions. The ceremon-
ial approach posits that the simple fact that the
new supervisors haw undergone training may

legitimate their assumption of supervisory roles,
iidependesit of the degree to which they actually
acquired the requisite skills for supervision or were
"changed" by the training in other ways. 1k
approach posits that training may constitute a
labeling process in the eyes of the non-trainees
whereby the trainees are believed to possess the
competency required for their new tasks.

Secondly, the approach attempts to assess how
effective the training may have been as a rite of
passage, changing the organizational role percep-
tions of trainees for both the trainees themselves
and for those who interact with them. Thus
training may fulfill another labeling process, verify-
ing the fact that the trainees have actually moved
to a new status in the organization. There is a
growing belief that the peers, supervisors, and
subordinates of the trainee are legitimate sources
of evaluative data (Bolor, 1970). Such a strategy
makes this part of the ceremonial approach opera-
tive. The ceremonial approach focuses upon the
extent to which the training removes the member
in transition from interaction with those perform-
ing organizational roles he will abandon. It ap-
praises how often and how intensively the training
brings the trainee into close and frequent contact
with persons occupying positions related to, and
perhaps identical with, those he will enter. Finally,
the approach assesses the extent to which the
"changed" person is introduced into a new system
of on-the-job associations, and new role expecta-
tions and behaviors, either through associations
with others in the training process or in the reentry
period. Thus it is possible that training may have
more self-concept impact on nonparticipant than
on trainees (Levinson, I 966).

The ceremonial approach may be also em-
ployed to examine training as a stabilizing force
during organizational change. For instance, man-
agement training programs may clarify new role
expectations for both individual role performers
and other related system members, while facilitat-
ing the emergence of new informal groupings
through which expectations can he fulfillect Sim-
ilarly. as a result of providing the trainee with an
opportunity to share his problems with others,
training may reduce feelings of isolation, frustra-
tion, and anxiety about new tasks. This evaluative
approach may also focus upon the extent to which
training indicates the organization cares about the



problems of people. producing in the trainees a
feeling of organizational inclusion and identity
(Be lasco and Trice. 1%9).

This leads to a final possible focus of the
ceremonial approach: changes in identity among
the trainees themselves. Training efforts vary in
their intensity, the degree to which they emphasize
complex learning, and the degree to which they
provide tangible signs of participation, such as
graduation certificates. In any event, it is certain
that the mere fact of being chosen for participation
in a particular training effort can transform the
trainees' image of himself. Behavioral science re-
search clearly indicates that the degree to which
such transformations are initiated and sustained are
contingent upon the images of the person held by
those around him.

It seems reasonable to believe that such a
"payoff" might come from the formal managerial
training courses recommended for Black profes-
sional talent. One study revealed significant dif-
ferences between tt'' career development of black
and white salaried employees, concluding that the
development of Blacks for professional employ-
ment calls for special training efforts, especially a
variety of formal managerial courses (('rane, 1970).
Emphasis on the ceremonial dimensions discussed
above would appear to be important considerations
in this type of training. Zeller reports a positive
impact on labor union members of training provid-
ed to union leaders about how to develop support
for anti-poverty programs and generate self-help
activities. This suggests a "spin -off" onto non-train-
ees of the type envisioned by the ceremonial
approach.

This approach highlights the fact that there
may he many desirable unanticipated consequences
of training that are not detected by evaluators. It
could easily be that no results are achieved on the
formal goals, yet the indication of ceremonial
results could justify the entire effort, i.e. if persons
think of themselves as supervisors and are defined
by others as such, they may act effectively as
supervisors. In short, "ceremonial payoffs" should
always be looked for regardless of what other
approaches might he used.

One of the approach's disadvantages is that
training specialists tend to view its explicit formu-
hition as reducing their efforts to insignificant
ritual. Americans like to think of themselves as
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pragmatic, passing over "ceremony" for concrete
results. Thus trainers are api to overlook the
possibilities in the model. Much more difficult,
however, is operationalizing the approach. How
can anxieties about the quality of staff be gauged
and how can reductions in it he attributed to
training? To our itliowledge such measures. have
never been attempts? Even more elusive are me-
thods for demonstration that training acts to stabi
lize organizational life during 'cnange. On the other
hand, collecting information from nontrainees
regarding their impressions of trainees or demon-
strating increased feelings of organizational com-
mitment among the trainees as a result of training
are not too difficult from a measurement point of
view. Similarly, measuring shifts in role identity,
such as from operative to foreman, has not been
easy to carry out, but, again, is by no means
impossible.

The Organizational Support Approach

Numerous dissatisfactions that have accumu-
lated regarding the goal attainment approach (as
well as the cost-benefit approach which is a specific
type of goal attainment model) have recently led
to the advocacy of the organizational support
approach, sometimes referred to as the "systems
model."

Weiss and Rein (1970) believe that the goal
attainment model leads to attempts to use experi-
ments that practically always fail. The approach
they propose conceives of all parts within a
collective effort as being reciprocal or interdepen-
dent upon one another. These systems can be
either "closed," i.e. self-contained units that can be
evaluated by looking at the system's internal
integration of parts and resources; or. "open," i.e.,
the activities are interdependent with forces out-
side the system's boundaries (Thortipson, 1967).
The "open" system concept is probably more
appropriate in considering training activities in
work organizations, implying that Lny organized
unit's effectiveness should be seen as a reflection of
how well it is integrated into other systems that
penetrate it at many points, i.e. sources of new
knowledge, new training techniques, etc. Systems
of either the open or closed type can be assessed in
terms of: "a pattern of interrelationships among
the elements of the system which would make it
most effective in the service of a given goal . .."
( 1964).



In training evaluation, the organisational sup-
port approach involves assessing the ctent
which tr aining Mott kle\eloPs 11011 a Wris
organization such that it gains the support of other
system components and prevents the overall or-
ganizational system from returning to its former
"untrained" condition. Obviously, efforts to Lie-
velop these support systems for training and for
the maintenance of training results call for the use
of the training department's resources for purposes
other than the specific achievement of training
goals. Herein lies this approach's chief difference
with the goal attainment approach. Evaluation of
the training efforts consists of how thoroughly
training specialists develop and sustain a support
system for their efforts within the organization.

The most thorough example of the use of this
approach is reported by Nadler (1971). He sets
forth five elements of a support system for
training, which focus on improving the effective-
ness of the employee in his present posities not
on the broader notion of human resource's dcvelop-
ment. These five elements are: (I) organizational
involvement, (2) pretraining preparation, (3) train-
ing activity and training period, (4) job linkage,
and (5) followup. Unfortunately Nadler was unable
to point to a training program in which all the
elements were present, but he does cite many
individual actions that exemplify the various parts.

Examples of organizational involvement are:
development of specific training policy at policy-
making levels in the organization which are then
put into concrete action. "When training. the
hard-core, the Boeing Company made a specific
provision for allowing a 7!'2 percent production
differential upon completion of the training pro-
gram. This action put the company's production
schedule and financial resources behind the par-
ticular training program so that it would he
obvious that there was company involvement"
(Nadler, 1971:3). Ile also points to "training to
support training." i.e. other related groups must he
trained if they are to understand trainees and the
changes that training renders in their behavior.

Such "secondary training" is especially appro-
priate for supervision wh- will work with the
products of training prirgrams for the hard-core
unemployed (Niederfrank, 19701. Organizational
involvement and support are clearly present when
future supervisors of such trainees come to under-
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stand (through training experiences designed es-
pecially for them) the fatalism. orientation to the
present, and extreme concreteness that often Lhar-
acterims those from deprived backgrounds. The
usefulness of secondary training is not limited to
this type of program, but is applicable to any
training where it is anticipated that the success of
trainees is contingent upon other organizational
members' understanding of and accommodation to
their post-training behavior, styles and attitudes.
Furthermore, training-to-support-training need not
he limited to those who will he the immediate
supervisors of the trainees, but can be extended to
other levels of line personnel as well as staff
people.

In an even broader context, use of organiza-
tion resources to generate community support and
direct involvement of influential business execu-
tives in a Work Experience Program illustrates the
organizational involvement dimension (Levinson,
1966),

The pre-training preparation dimension of
organizational support attempts to prepare "the
various individuals and groups who are most
directly related to the training activity" (Nadler,
1971:4), including the trainees, supervisors and
even peers. In terms of the system concept, this
initiates the innovation of the training outcomes
into the existing system, and prevents the necessity
of the trainees' "going it alone" when they return
to the job after training. Nadler described how the
Ford Motor Company exposed supervisors of
trainees to a shortened version of the training
program given to the trainees in order to improve
"cultural climate" for training. Short "run-
throughs" for trainees, exposure of them to video-
tapes of actual sessions, and ready availability of
training personnel near the work location of
trainees for discussion and questions would be
other preparation techniques. Also, specific plan-
ning for the trainees' replacement during his
training period without producing insecurity makes
for more preparation. Similarly, the selection of
trainees is also a part of the pre-training prepara-
tion. The degree of investment in such preparation
is of course contingent on the type, level, and
anticipated impact of the training effort.

In the organizational support approach, selec-
tion involves more than individual testing. The
whole question of who is given training and how



they are selected for this experience may he pivotal
in determining subsequent support for training
outcom...s. Selection of trainees in the organization-
al support context "includes the involvement of a
variety of individuals in selecting the proper trainee
for the appropriate training opportunity" (Nadler.
1971:4). While outsider resources for selection
such as the assessment center program (McConnell
and Parker, 1972) may he attractive, the assump-
tions of this approach make it especially important
to consider how those who will work with the
trainee when he "gets hack home" to his job
participate in his selection.

Continuity for the trainee while he is in
training and when he re-enters his work situation
also illustrates the organizational support ap-
proach. Relatively long-term absence from the job
for training purposes may undermine training
results if the work situation changes during the
trainees' absence or if the work group system is
altered by its adjustment to the absence or to the
trainees' replacements. Nadler (1971) cites "spaced
learning" as a device to keep the trainee partially in
the system even though he is in training. The New
York State Department of Labor conducted a
program where the trainees returned to jobs and
homes regularly during the three phases of their
training, enabling them to devise and plan their
own "hack home" programs without losing contact
with either the training or their own unique job
situation.

This tactic relates to the job linkage dimension
of organizational support. Much training cannot
use spaced learning and "reentry" difficulties
become the overriding question. Has the support
system for the training been strong enough to
provide the trainee with opportunities to actually
use his changed attitudes and behaviors on the job
(assuming the training produced such results)? Has

the training produced expectations that probably
cannot he met (Quinn. et A. 1970)? This becomes
the crucial and disturbing question. The extensive
study by Fleishman el at (1955) showed that
although training resulted in immediate changes in
the self-perceptions of the trainees, this change was
overwhelmed by the leadership style of the train-
ee's supervisor as soon as he reentered his job
context Nadler suggests providing trainees with
checklists for use hack on the job and the inclusion
in the training of specific sessions for role-playing
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situations which illustrate the incompatibilities
that may arise hack on the job. These devices do
not, however, substitute for organiz; Ilonal involve-
ment and pre-training preparation as a way to
reduce reentry problems.

Training followup may act to reinforce the
changes hopefully produced by training. It
strengthens the trainee in retaining the results of
training even though his work milieu is somewhat
incompatible. According to Nadler (1971), Boeing
Aircraft trainers ask the trainee to select and write
down a specific behavior change that he expects to
carry out when he returns to the job. The trainee
makes a carbon copy which he puts in a sealed
envelope. Several months later the training staff
mails the statement to him as a reinforcement
device.

More specifically related to the organizational
support approach are reinforcement sessions for
supervisors, subordinates and peers regarding the
post-training behavioral changes that have taKen
place and these persons' evaluation of how the
changes fit into the improvement of the organiza-
tion's efforts. The stage might be set for such
reinforcement sessions for trainees' "significant
others" by a pretesting period before training in
which a "dry run" or "walk through" of the entire
supportive system, including a short mock-up of
the training itself, would take place. Eastman
Kodak (1971) does some of this type of analyzing,
developing, and pretesting training programs
through its Marketing Education Center. All in all,
one of the most obvious indexes into training
effectiveness, using the organizational support ap-
proach, is to measure the extent to which trainers
have prepared the "back home" work situations
for training changes and the extent to wttich
"significant others" actually behave compatibly
with the changes rendered by the training.

The organizational support approach in train-
ing evaluation has as its basic strategy the deter-
mination of the existence of supports without
which training will in all likelihood he ineffective.
It is a dynamic approach, catching those organiza-
tional factors that are the natural everyday proces-
ses surrounding training and job performance. It is
especially appropriate for the initial stages of a
training program when goals arc apt to shift and
objectives remain fuzzy. From this standpoint it
can he the approach used first, followed by the



addition of a goal-attainment approach as the
program mat ure,..

l'he organizatu)nal support approach calls for
a perspective that is radically different from
traditional approaches to evaluation. It draws
attention away from specific techniques in training
to the extent that it focuses on the fact that
long-term training successes are contingent upon
the systems in which such training is undertaken
and sustained. The approach can he valuably
applied to an understanding of an organization's
entire training component, aside from its use to
assess specific program successes or failures. In this
broader context, the approach can draw attention
to situations, for example, where the support for
training efforts is almost totally based on a training
director's charismatic and persuasive personality,
pointing up the fact that the program could
collapse if he vacated this leadership position. On
the other hand, a systems analysis may reveal
unknown and underutilized sources of organiza-
tional support. The basic value of the approach is
its broad focus on "the big picture."

Yet the approach's disadvantages are many. It
has never been fully operational and its use will
likely reveal many unforseen problems. It places
unusual demands on evaluators by requiring they
learn a great deal about the organization within
which the training takes place. Furthermore, objec-
tive criteria for measuring the strength of the social
support are impressionistic rather than quantitative
in most instances. i.e. how does one measure the
"amount" of pretraining efforts and their results in
preparing trainees and their "significant others" for
the training to come? There is a large array of
research techniques that can he used to explore the
usefulness of the approach.

The systems model, however, appears to call
for complex techniques and this might be substan-
tially more costly than other approaches. The
ambiguities and difficulties in collecting "hard
data" within this approach may create resistances
among both trainers and evaluators who are com-
mitted to the idea that quantification is the solely
acceptable product of evaluative studies. Especially
difficult is the notion of trying to decide how close
a given program comes to an "optimum" allocation
of resources (Etzioni, 1960) for training among
goal and non-goal functions.

Despite these drawbacks, the emergence of
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Organizational Development programs and their
current popularity may well force a wider use of
the systems model. By emphasizing such tech-
niques as systemwide multitechnology, team-
building and long-range "organizational training
laboratories" (Friedlander, 1967), O.D. programs
become less and less subject to evaluative, experi-
mental designs such as those encouraged by Dun-
nette and Campbell (1968). More appropriate to
O.D. are those non-experimental techniques such
as interview data that will pick up changes other-
wise missed by experiments (Argyris, I 968a,

968b).

The Outside Expert Approach

This strategy needs little elaboration. Its use
assumes that specialists can he found who can
carefully review the training content and "action,"
its milieu, and the training personnel, and then
render a judgment about effectiveness. Obviously
such "clinical" rankings cannot specify whether
techniques, personnel, timing, etc. secured desir-
able or undesirable outcomes. The approach, how-
ever, does not assume this, It is oriented to
bringing expert scrutiny into the program from
outside; hopefully the expert will offer detached
suggestions and questions, as well as provocative
comparisons.

In the approach it is assumed that such
outsiders will have systematic guidelines for judg-
ment that have been developed from successful and
objectively evaluated programs. In sum, the ap-
proach calls for a knowledgeable and experienced
training specialist to review a program, judge it in
the light of his experience, offer guidelines for
"shaping it up" from a perspective unavailable to
organizational "insiders." Lester (1971) discusses
the use of a check list in the selection of training
materials, an item that an outside specialist could
use in appraising a training program. With an eye to
the outside evaluator strategy, Tracey (1968)
devised a comprehensive manual of guiding princi-
ples and elements of evaluation that provides
means for identifying strengths and weaknesses,
judging trainers and rating practical exercises.

An example of the use of this approach
involved an independent jury of adult educators
who evaluated the teaching plans of a random
sample of other adult educators in a Cooperative
Extension Service (Evans, 1970). Another example
is Schmidt (1970) who describes how United



Airlines submitted its training committee findings
concerning training needs, procedures. and strate-
gies to a panel of outside training specialists.

It is difficult to gauge the effectiveness of this
approach simply because of the variance in the
evaluative skills of "outside experts." The outside
specialists' assessments remain essentially judg-
mental, but they have the virtue of experienced
input that broadens perspective and firms up
objectives said goals.

The Native Approach

In contrast to other approaches which impose
assumptions and techniques on training programs,
the native approach sees the task of evaluation as
learning as much as it can about the indigenous,
subjective, evaluative processes at work among
training people. The object of the native approach
is to supplement these rather than replace them
with "imposed" models. It is assumed that training
personnel "keep score" of their activities in some
fashion; this "native" pattern of evaluating can be
improved by diplomatic inputs from the evaluator.
Thus it is assumed that existing methods are
already adopted and accepted; building upon these
methods may sidestep the difficult problems of
"accepting" evaluation within the training context
and encourage healthy attitudes of participation in
decision-making on the part of training personnel.
In a real sense, this approach to evaluation is based
on certain training assumptions: the adoption of
new ideas may proceed more rapidly if they are
based on existing attitudes and behaviors.

For example, a training specialist recently told
us, "This program has to he good; we maintained
our 'student body'; they kept coming back." He
kept score by counting how many continued to
return to the sessions. In this setting the stage is set
for a sample of all the trainees to be interviewed,
from which a questionnaire can emerge. Such an
instrument could then seek out the differences
between those who continued to come to the
training and those who did not, tapping directly
into the training specialist's "native" technique of
evaluation.

A larger example of an opportunity for the na-
tive approach comes from a study started by 50
state directors of education for gathering informa-
tion from graduates of public post-secondary voca-
tional and technical programs. These officials
named over I ('S local administrators who used
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systematic followups of such students at the local
level (Goff, 19(8). Thus this method revealed
existing elements of a substantial outcome study,

The native approach calls for the evaluator to
find compatible ways to introduce sampling, com-
parison groups, reliable and valid instruments, and
sound statistical devices to improve existing evalua-
tive strstegies. Even when these strategies are
primitive, the approach calls for building on the
crude techniques and assumptions that are evident.

Such an approach can sharply reduce the
resistance to use of evaluative results found among
trainers, as well as members of support systems. It
builds on their own method and approach, sharply
increasing the likelihood of using the results to
alter current programs. Molar (1970) puts the
matter succinctly: "It is necessary that the me-
thods employed to measure the effectiveness of
training be meaningful and acceptable, not only to
researchers and trainers, but to the wider group in
the organization concerned with any organizations!
activity."

At the same time, the approach has the
problem of accentuating biases in favor of one's
own work. Moreover, even if the training staff is
amenable to the improvement of its methods, the
approach calls for an unusual evaluator, well-
equipped and versed in many evaluative techniques
that he can call upon as he encounters a wide
variety of native schemes. The approach also
assumes a substantial degree of consensus among
training personnel about how to keep their own
score, i.e. the evaluator can only cope with a
limited number of native methods. Hopefully,
however, native schemes can be improved to more
efficiently answer the question of training effec-
tiveness.

Integration of Approaches

For the purposes of understanding, we have
separated the descriptions of the different ap-
proaches to evaluation of training. In reality,
however, the evaluator does not choose a single
one of these methods, but designs his effort to
include the combination of these approaches most
appropriate to the demands and limits of the
training situation.

Nearly all evaluations involve the goal-attain-
ment approach, either implicitly or explicitly.
Depending on the goals, the more specific ap-
proach of cost-benefit may or may not he desirable



and/or feasible. While the ceremonial approach is a
means of dealing with the question of goal attain-
ment, it can he easily combined with more formal
goal attainment approaches. Its primary value is in
drawing attention to "Hawthorn effects" and to
the functions of training in status and role pas-
sages.

The organizational support approach consti-
tutes a broad evaluative strategy which can be
combined with any of the goal attainment ap-
proaches; it may have the valuable spin-off of
clarifying goals, their origins and their supporters.
As may be evident, we see a great deal of value in
the organizational support approach in terms of
understanding systems and sub-systems within or-
ganizations, as well as their viability and integra-
tion. It seems inconceivable that any attempt to
assess organization support for a program or for a
specific training effort could be a "failure"; it
would doubtless yield valuable information about
the organization regardless of the training out-
come. Most importantly, the organizational sup-
port model focuses attention on why training
efforts succeed or fail, whereas "straight" goal-
attainment or cost-benefit designs may tend to be
overly concerned with specifying outcomes than
with the sources of outcomes.

The outside expert approach likewise can be
combined with tiny version of a goal attainment or
organizational support approach, either as an addi-
tional criterion of outcome, as a means for pro-
viding a broad evaluative perspective, or as a
pre-evaluation input to establish program goals. An
intriguing combination is the assessment of the
impact of the outside expert via the ceremonial
approach. The outside expert approach may lend
itself to the development of the systems perspec-
tive required by the organizational support ap-
proach, particularly since an outsider may be in a
good position to identify internal subsystems and
the degree to which they are mutually supportive.

In employing the native approach, the evalua-
tor will most likely identify some existing version
of the goal attainment approach. Here the task is
to systematize and improve on the goals designated
in the approach, and perhaps combine the ap-
proach with a version of the organizational support
model. Our experiences indicate that the systems
concepts contained in this approach are easily
communicated to training personnel: they quickly
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follow the logic of the approach and are eager to
"test it out" once they have been exposed to it.
Finally, the use of the native approach implies
some sort of outside evaluator, making the stfategy.
readily adaptable to at least partial application of
the outside expert approach, assuming the evalua-
tor has the adequate experience and appropriate
orientation to make such judgments.



FUNDAMENTAL TECHNIQUES

IN IMPLEMENTING TRAINING EVALUATION

There are several behavioral science techniques
which are fundamental to conducting training
evaluation. The use of them varies depending on
the approach or combination of approaches that
the evaluator employs. These techniques include
record-keeping, observation, experimental design,
interviewing, questionnaires, and statistical analy-
sis.

Record Keeping

Although at times tedious, and often viewed
of as mundane, good records about training efforts
and techniques used are invaluable. Unfortunately,
good records of the training "action" are rare. As a
first step, descriptions of the process whereby a
training program was mounted and sustained with-
in a work organization should he kept as thorough
as possible. The evaluator should develop systemat-
ic files on: ( I ) a natural history of how a training
program started, its original objectives, sources of
initiation and support, and patterns of participa-
tion in the planning phase: ( .1) data on the trainees
themselves. how they initiated involvement or were
recruited into the training program. their age, sex,
tenure, company division, and occupational back-
ground: (3) the trainees' attendance pattern and
their reactions to various aspects of the training
action: (-II how much time was involved in
planning and executing the training effort, the
monies and other resources invested, the company
personnel who participated in various phases of the
effort, the 'training strategies used, the duration of
each strategy, and the organizational conditions
under which the training occurred: 45) the impres-
sionistic assessments of those conducting the train-
ing, including their feelings about its main defects
and strengths. how they would change it if it were
repeated, their own frustrations and satisfactions
sensed in conducting the effort.

A c c u ra cy specificity, and thoroughness
should characterize record keeping. Forms for
specific types of records should be 'toured. and it
is desirable to have them completed by several
different persons in order to check on tlwir
reliability and precision t lielasco and I rice. I 06()).
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Standardization of forms should be minimized so
that records may he adapted to the differences that
inevitably mark one training effort apart from
another. Records must be up-to-date and relevant
to a specific training program.

A simple but effective device for maintaining a
thorough natural history of a training effort is a
"work diary" kept by the training personnel who
participate in the formulation and launching of a
specifi program. Patterned after a typical diary,
the writer daily records the highlights of his
experiences. The more pivotal an individual is to a
particular training effort, the more important his
diary is for the evaluation. Like a personal diary,
the entries are frequently terse, impressionistic,
and often personal. Consequently, they are often
retained in the sole possession of the writer until
edited to be shared with others. Diary writers
should be encouraged to spend twenty to thirty
minutes per work day recording what they believe
to be the main activities of the training efforrat
that point, their own reactions to these activities,
and their perceptions of the reactions of others.

Observation

Direct observation is a very important means
of operationalizing the evaluative approaches we
have outlined. The outside evaluator is probably
the best equipped to observe since he has had
minimal previous experience with the particular
training situation and the personalities of those
involved. The outside evaluator should carefully
note how a training technique is carried forward,
how a trainer conducts his efforts and how the
trainees respond to the training setting and con-
tact. He listens to verbal exchanges and watches
the physical action. While this is usually done in
conjunction with testing (Weingarten, 1971), ob-
servation is nonetheless a major tool of evaluation.
All too often evaluators regard data collection as
the sole basis for evaluation. While other measures
may provide external or independent checks of the
observation records, systematic, detailed notes can
pick up a great deal missed by testing instruments.

Attempting to he as detached as possible, the



observing evaluator should he marginal to both
trainees and trainers so he can objectively observe.
even participate, in their "hack region." hopefully,
tapping the various sentiments and behaviors which
group members usually keep to themselves (Her-
rman, 1962). He watches and listens fo, signs of
use or rejection of training ideas, and becomes
"participant observer" as much as possible without
developing commitments or losing his objectivity.
Such an observer should never attempt to disguise
who he is or what he is doing: "Be who you are" is
a simple rule. The observer should avoid cross-
examination type questions such as "who,"
"when," or "why." He should "hang around" and
learn the answers to his questions without creating
the resistance often produced by direct questions.
He should never directly reveal the specific com-
ments and behavior of particular trainees to any-
one else, including the trainers. He can paraphrase
comments and analyze trends, but he should make
every effort to respect the privileged nature of his
observations. In sum, observation requires a deli-
cate balance of "insider" and "outsider" status,
collecting as much unbiased information as pos-
sible without betraying his ethics. The effectiveness
of observation can be greatly enhanced by having
multiple observers who compare notes after com-
pleting their observations; in this way they may
independently check the validity of each other's
preliminary conclusions. Dralle -(1969) describes
how two observers recorded verbal behavior during
training laboratory sessions: he indicates that they
had few problems agreeing on the direction and
content of communications, but generally dis-
agreed on the affect or tone of these exchanges.

Accuracy is a basic problem in observation. By
careful recording of his observations in systematic
field notes, the observer develops a "field (limy."
By recording in diary style as many observations of
trainee behavior as possible, the ebserver has details
to be reviewed in broader perspective later. The
timing of recording such notes is important, and
oftentimes it is necessary for the observer to
briefly absent himself in order to record his notes
or attempt to recall as many points as possible for
recording at an appropriate break in the training.
While such recording should not he secretive, the
observer who writes down a great deal in front of
the observed may create a "Hawthorne effect" on
the trainees. The act of recording field notes is
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important in that it helps the observer to concen-
trate on his detached, objective role. Hopefully he
can, without deception, become a part of the
routine of the training so that he can get a feeling
of "what it is like" to he in the course. Observa-
tions of critical incidents that occur during the
training period may give him additional materials.
For example, in one training program a particularly
sharp exchange between a chief shop steward and a
general foreman during a panel discussion on
grievance procedures set the stage for a subsequent
intense and revealing discussion about the value of
training.

Observation can he combined with research
interviews and questionnaires to provide multiple
perspectives on training results which may be
compared with each other. Dada (1970) reports
programs in an Adult Education ('enter which were
evaluated in this way; Tolela (1968) evaluated
T-group training by combining observations of
group interactions with solution analysis and ques-
tionnaires. Becker and Geer (1963) studying the
training of physicians, discovered that participant
observation enabled them to "check description
against fact" following research interviews with
medical students.

Basic to many evaluative studies is experiment-
al design. This constitutes a relatively rigorous
attempt to ascertain the specific sources of training
outcomes.

The Experiment

Rather than depending solely on the trainees'
or trainers' subjective reactions, experimental de-
signs attempt to he more objective via "strategic
comparisons." For example, "before-after" is a

commonplace design calling for comparing the
behavior or attitudes of trainees on a criterion of
change before training with their performance on
the same yardstick at some point after the training
experience, i.e. at the end of training, at the point
of reentry, or at some point following. An experi-
mental design, however, becomes more powerful if
trainees can be compared before-and-after with
another group (often called "control group")
which did not receive the training. Such a design
tries to ascertain if revealed changes can be
attributed to the training. Further refinements of
experimental designs can grapple with the impor-
tant but often neglected question of whether the
revealed changes were effected by the training or



are the results of the evaluative study itself. The
impact of evaluation, or of any kind of research.
upon the subjects being studied is a very significant
issue to be kept in mind in training evaluation.

Different types of experithental designs in-
clude:

I. The single group before-after compari-
son. discussed above. If "after" measures
on the criteria of success show desirable
changes, success is usually attributed to
the training. Such results can conceiv-
ably stem from research effects, but this
design cannot distinguish between the
effects of training, the effects of evalua-
tion, or the effects of other changes
elsewhere in the environment which may
have impacted upon the trainees during
the training period (Borus and Buntz,
1972).

2. The two-group before-after comparison,
with one group being administered the
criterion yardsticks before and after the
training period, but receiving no training.
If the before-after changes in the training
group are greater than before-after
changes in the comparison group, the
training is assumed to have produced
these desirable results.

3. The two-group after-only-comparison de-
sign compares the training group with a
group which has not received the train-
ing on the same criterion yardstick after
training is completed. If the training
group shows more desirable changes on
the yardstick the training is regarded as
successful. This design is especially de-
pendent on the assurance of similar
"starting points."

4. Finally, a "four-way" design comes clos-
est to detecting the effects of the train-
ing vs. the effects of the evaluation
study. Two more comparison groups are
included with the two before- after-
comparison groups. One of these addi-
tional groups receives the training and
the "after" measures only. The other
receives (nay the "after" measures. Com-
parisons of the four groups on the
criterion yardstick allows for specifica-
tion of the effects of simply filling out
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the criteria questionnaires (or being in-
terviewed). If those receiving the training
rank higher on the criterion yardsticks
than those who simply were adminis-
tered the yardsticks, then this difference
can be specified as the result of the
training.

The designs indicated in (2), (3) and (4)
require legitimate comparisons. This means that
the characteristics of the groups which do and do
not receive the training must be as similar as
possible. Thus, if the group that is administered
training has some unique characteristic (e.g. higher
rank, previous training experience, a stated desire
to participate in the training, etc.) which is not
shared with the non-training groups against which
comparisons are made, such comparisons are illegit-
imate because the groups had different "starting
points" when the training commenced.

Two ways of achieving legitimate comparisons
among groups in experimental designs are (I)
matching or (2) random placing of trainees in
'comparison and training groups. For example, in
evaluating a management development program,
Valiquet (1968) used a comparison group of
non-trainees each of whom were matched with a
specific trainee on such features as sex, age,
occupational level, etc. Randomization requires
sampling from the same population to secure both
the training and the compuison group (or groups);
it can be achieved by alphabetizing trainees,
starting at a random point, and placing names in
trainee and comparison groups in alternating order.

Each of these experimental designs suffers
from specific flaws. The before-after design, lack-
ing any control groups, cannot come to grips with
the basic evaluative question regarding the training.
Its results are contaminated by "research effects";
the experience of being tested about what the
training aims at producing often brings about as
much change as the training itself. If trainees are
tested on the same criteria both before and after
training, the differences revealed may well be due

to the sensitivity and "test-wiseness" elicited by
the "before" testing (Trice and Belasco, 1968).
The simple before-after design without comparison
groups is widely used, however, and in at least one
instance its use has been shown to overstate
effectiveness (Rorus and Buntz, 1972:235).

A major drawback of the after-only design is



that it requires wry large numbers, 250 to 300.
This is necessary to assure the randomization of all
possibly relevant factors within the comparison
and trainee groups. This design does, however, have
the distinct advantage of avoiding the research
effect of most other designs and the complexity of
the four-way design.

The four-way, before-after-three-comparison
group design is quite complicated. It calls for the
development of not just one comparison group,
but three, with all the sampling problems involved
in such an effort (Trice and Be lase°, 1969). Not
only must the evaluator sustain access to the four
sampled groups on a strict basis, but he must also
effectively explain to the comparison groups why
they are experiencing what they are, e.g. no
training, For example, one comparison group will
receive no "before" measures, no training, and
only "after" measures. One must he a master
salesman to convince those having these exper-
iences that they have meaning, In most instances,
this design is simply impractical for training evalua-
tion.

The biggest potential defect in any of the
designs employing comparison groups is illegiti-
mate comparison between trainees and non-train-
ee.. Although random placing of trainees and
others in one or the other group is relatively
straightforward and an adequate way to get accept-
able contrasts, this is usually difficult. Work
schedules force some persons randomly placed in
the comparison group to be put in the trainee
group instead, Inclividuals in comparison groups
can make intense tlemands to he placed in training.
Frequently the pressure to "take them all" makes
randomization nearly impossible. Even if it does
stand initially, a management decision may with-
draw some of those in one or the other two groups.
Dropouts from comparison groups can alter their
representiveness.

Matching may yield meager comparisons, such
as the comparison group in Trice's (1959) study of
conference leadership training. Although it is not
immediately obvious, matching persons on several
characteristics requires a large pool of potential
candidates, even if one is using only three or four
characteristics in the match. As the number of
matched characteristics desired increases, the nec-
essary size of the pool in which to locate matched
persons for comparison also increases. Further-
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more, matching assumes one can decide on the
pivotal characteristics that might affect training
response before the training begins. Overall, ran-
domization is a more desirable and clearly a more
simple procedure, but it presumes a relatively large
number of candidates to he placed in both the
training and comparison groups. A suggested com-
promise means to achieve matching is to ask
trainees after they arrive at a training site to pick
two peers hack on the job who would be asked to
rate the trainee after he returned in contrast with
another trainee who the peer knew had not been in
the training (Friedlander, 1967; Miles, 1960). Such
peer judgments can, however, generate other prob-
lems.

Methods of Data Collection

The most widespread method for collecting
data in training evaluation studies is to query
trainees in some fashion, the subjective method. In
contrast to the objectivity of observations or
specific measures of work performance, queries
directed at the trainee must be filtered through his
own systems of perception, motivation and affect.
We can (I) try to determine the trainee's favorable
or unfavorable reaction to the training; or (2)
attempt to measure if he has changed his know-
ledge, his attitudes, or his behavior as an outcome
of his training experience. Strictly speaking, (I) is
not evaluation sines: it does not focus on some
aspect of change, but it is helpful for future
planning to know what trainees liked and disliked,
what suggestions they have for altering the training
format, and what scheduling and arrangement
problems they encountered in attending the train-
ing. Even though intense observation and per-
formance measures are attractive, the question-
naire, or the research interview often turn out to
be the most feasible.

The research interview is not a "non-directive"
experience (Whyte, 1969), but is a structured,
talking relationship characterized by degrees of
directiveness. The interviewer decides in advance
how much structure he wishes to use in guiding the
verbal interchange. Whyte (1960) catalogs these
degrees of interviewer directiveness as follows:

1. Minimal: "Uh-huh," a nod of the head,
or "That's interesting," Such responses
simply encourage the informant to con-
tinue and do not exgrt any overt in-



Mena on the direction of the conversa-
tion.

2. Reflection: Let us say the informant
concludes his statement with these

words: "So I didn't feel too good about
the job." The interviewer then says:
"You didn't feel too good about the
job?" repeating the last phrase or sen-
tence with a rising inflection. This adds a

bit more direction than response 1, since

it implies that the informant should
continue discussing the thought that has

just been reinforced.
3. Probes: The probe may be directed at

the last remark by the informant, an idea
preceding the last remark by the inform-
ant but still within the scope of a single
informant statement, or on an idea
expressed by informant of interviewer in
an earlier part of the interview (that is,
not in the block of talking that immed-
iately preceded the interviewer's probe).
Each of these probes represents the
introduction of increasing structure into
the interview.

4. Introduction of a new topic: Here the
interviewer raises a question on a topic
that has not been referred to before. The
more such new, specific topics the inter-
viewer introduces, the more structured
the interview becomes.

The interviewer selects one of these strategies

and then prepares some guideline questions. Even
(1) calls for questions to direct the subject toward

a topic ("What was the effect of the training on
your schedule?"). More directivegess calls for more
guideline questions as well as probing following a
response, or an interrupting probe. Here the
"how," "what," "why," and "where" kinds of
questions apply. The interviewer wants to keep the
interview "on the track," sometimes by summariz-
ing what was just said, but adding a specific
question ("You say the training interfered with a
tight schedule. How. specifically, did it inter-
fere?"). Belasco and Trice (1969) have set forth
other features and refinements.

It may be possible in an evaluative study to
conduct a series of relatively unstructured research
interviews which yield enough information to

. construct specific questions which can be tabulated
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in contrast to the narratives developed in open
research interviews. Such "closed questions" are
those which call for either yes or no answers ("Did
you hav,e to choose between going to the retire-
ment party and the training sestion?"), have a
limited number of alternative responses ("Which of
the three conference leaders did you like the
most?"), or ask for specific facts ("On what days
was the training suspended?"). Even though direct -
iveness, in some degree, is a basic feature of the
research interview, experience suggests Its degree of
directiveness should be fitted to the overall evalua
tive strategy. If it is the only method that is to be
used in the study, then more control Is appro-
priate. Use with observation and questionnaires
suggests less directiveness. One may desire to use
research interviews with the training staff and
other pivotal people involved in mounting the
training effort, and employ relatively structured
interviews vi ith the trainees.

In any event, relatively unstructured research
interviews are essential for the construction of
more structured and "close-ended" instruments.
The most frequently used instruction in evaluation
studies is the questionnaires which may or may not
include specific scales. Even through questionnaires
are widely used, they are also much misused.
Evaluators and training specialists are especially
prone to dash off a questionnaire or a scale in the
quiet of their offices largely unaware of the often
tedious process involved in producing a good
instrument to get at subjective feelings and mean-
ingfully relevant responses while such "armchair"
instruments may have considerable "intuitive valid-
ity" to their creators (and oftentimes prove to be

good instruments), a series of steps are essential if
an instrument is to meet minimal scientific criteria.

Questionnaire construction should begin with
observation or research interviewing. While most
questionnaires are made up of "closed" questions,
there are numerous "open-ended" types. Thus.
"Please tell me in your own words how you feel
about the supervisory training course you have Just

finished?" is a subjective open question. Put in
closed form this question might be, "Would you
say the supervisory training course you have just
completed was: (a) a good one, (b) a poor one, (c)
one that didn't matter to you?" Although the open
type does not confine the respondent as does the
closed type. the open type is less often used since



responses arc varied and require a substantial time
to classify and code for tabulation. Furthermore.
respondents are often unable to exotess themselves
in their own words in writing. Even if they can,
they frequently are unwilling to -take the time to
do it well. For these reasons questionnaire con-
struction is typically of the closed type despite the
richer subjective items to he found in open
questions. For these reasons it is essential that
questionnaire development he linked with observa-
tion and research interviewing. The results of these
methods provide the varied raw materials from
which items can he made.

When questionnaires are based on research
interviews conducted in the same respondent popu-
lation, it will provide respondents with items that
more closely fit their unique feelings and exper-
iences than would items based on intuition or the
work of researchers in other populations.

After the questionnaire maker extracts ques-
tions and appropriate response categories from
observation and research interviewing, he frames a

"dry run" instrument. This he tries out on a small
sample of trainees. asking them what words are
confusing, what difficulties they experience in
responding, and how they would reword items or
responses. He should make a deliberate effort to
find out if .the questions and response items
provided force the pre-test respondents into reac-
tions that distort or minimize how they truly feel.
Such pretesting usually results in numerous
changes in the questionnaire, followed by a second
trial run, often with the same pretest subjects or
with employees who have had similar training but
not in the specific program being evaluated.

The careful questionnaire maker also wants to
know the reliability of his instrument, i.e. if it
produces the &me answer when used over and over
with the same individual. Ii it is not reliable, its
instability may give the illusion of change when
groups are compared, or can even produce the
impression of change when no change has actually
occurred. Closed questions provide for a "test-
retest" reliability check. Once reliability has been
established the question of the validity can he
raised, i.e. does the questionnaire reflect the true
feelings of the respondent as indicated in the
pretest? Often closed types produce a "response
set." That is, respondents may fall into an auto-
matic response pattern without thinking espec-

ially if he tends to he a "yea-sayer" or "nay-
sayer." Thus lower validity. Questionnaire makers
look to how much observation and research inter-
viewing has preceded the closed instrument. how
many "open" questions were used in pretests. In
sum, how valid the form is rests on the extent it
reflects the range of feelings and experiences being
tapped.

Scales attempt to set up degrees of reaction or
experience, Scales are comprised of a cluster of
questions which tap dimensions of the same
general concept, i.e. degree of liking fOr supervis-
ory roles. Questions which strongly correlate with
one another are often placed together to form
scales, and specific techniques such as Guttman
scaling require a series of statistical manipulations
on pretest data to derive the ordering of questions
which comprise a scale. Once a scale is constructed
in this relatively complex manner, one can assume
equal intervals in the attribute being measured,
much like a ruler. Most evaluators are limited to
constructing scales on the basis of correlations,
which is short of the ideal and which clearly
prevents the assumption that persons who, for
example, score answer 4 items positively in a given
scale possess "4 times as much" of a certain
attitude or attribute than a person who answers
only one item positively.

Scales usually call on the respondent to select
a degree of agreement or disagreement with an
item. Belasco and Trice (1969) illustrate the simple
Likert type scale with the following items:

I. I feel I shared my anxieties about the
job of supervisor with the others
present so that I feel better about my
job:

Strongly agree Undecided Strongly disagree
2 3 4 5

2. During the training sessions I made,
or renewed, a friendship with another
supervisor with whom I later dis-
cussed supervisory problems:

Strongly agree Undecided Strongly disagree
2 3 4 5

In contrast to most structured questions, scales of
this type do not force respondents to take a
position even though they may not have one.
These features suggest a modest degree of freedom
to express a range of feelings,



Statistic's

In practicall,' any' evaluation effort, statistics
sooner or later are very helpful. if not essential.
There is no way to avoid, at the very least,
measures of central tendency such as the mean, the
median, and the mode. Complex evaluation de-
signs. :melt as experiments, cannot be completed
with technical statistical tools.

For example. an evaluator may want to group
the responses of trainees on a questionnaire accord-
ing to certain kinds of reactions, such as the extent
to which they agree or disagree with certain
statements, lle must classify the range of responses
into categories, and then use these categories to
calculate averages for trainees grouped according to
sonic characteristic which may he predictive of the
response in which he is interested. Ideally, such
groupings are mutually exclusive with no item
tailing in between the groups, although missing
information or "don't know" responses can make a
series of calculations more difficult,

Such grouped information sets the stage for
graphic analysis and illustration: bar graphs, "pie"
charts, and line graphs, as well as presentation of
percentage tables. Distributions revealed by
grouped data can he portrayed by charts of
frequency distributions, such as the number of
discussion participations over ten minutes by tra
ees according to their status level in their organiza-
tion, Such a chart might reveal that fewer lower
status winces contribute to discussion in the
presence of higher status personnel, suggesting that
training he confined to peer levels.

Averages show central trends. The arithmetic
mean I total of scores divided by number of scores)
tells the point in a distribution around which the
most instances cluster. The standard deviation
indicates the amount of spread around this point,
indicating that scores are relatively similar or
different from each other. Simple means reveal
trends in responses to questionnaires, background
information, recorded observations, interview re-
sults, and other data generated in training evalua-
tion. Also useful are the median (the point in a
frequency distribution that falls in the middle) and
the mode I the score that occurs most often in an
array).

Once means of groups have been developed,
the evaluator can calculate differences between
means to ascertain their "statistical significances",
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i.e. an estimate of the probability that the dif-
ferences simply occurred by change. This statistic
enables him to compare, for example, trainees with
non-trainees on criteria of desired change. A similar
measure is a "significance of difference between
proportions" statistic (Yoder, 195(0. There is a
wide variety of statistical devices available for
comparing groups for evaluative research purposes.
The widely used Chi-square statistic often enables
an evaluator to decide if there are significant
differences between relatively comparable groups
who differ on such experiences as training vs.
non-training or different types of training exper-
iences. Knowledge of the various types of correla-
tion, such as the pitfalls and proper uses of
Pearson's "r" and the ranking method can be used
to great advantage in evaluation studies. For an
excellent set of practical examples of the use of
statistics in training evaluation see Reeves and
Jensen (1972).

As mentioned, an evaluator should have a
basic understanding of sampling so he can ascertain
the limits to which his findings can be generalized.
A sample is an attempt to represent a population;
the evaluator must be sensitive to how this
population is arbitrarily defined. If sampling is
ignored or only considered "after the fact," it is

likely that the evaluator will not know for what
kinds of employees training is effective.

The evaluator or trainer should not be over-
whelmed by the range of different data collection
and analysis techniques that can be employed in
training evaluation. None of them constitutes an
absolute ideal and each is flawed in its own way in
terms of the completeness of data collection. While
typical limitations ust.ally lead to the use of
questionnaires on trainee populations because of
the cost and time involved in interviews and
observation, there is every reason to argue that a
combination of these methods at different points
in the evaluation will produce a more comprehen-
sive evaluative picture than restriction to a single
method. Likewise, the use of consultation to
develop more sophisticated evaluative designs and
analyses (without substantially increasing the costs
of the effort) may lead to evaluative outcomes
which not only strengthen the specific training
activity but which also enhance the image of the
training components in the eyes of organizational
decision-makers,



The Criterion Problem

We have frequently referred to "desirable
changes" as a hopeful outcome of training. A
fundamental problem in the methodology of eval-
uation is the yardstick for gauging desirable
changes. Training can conceivably produce changes
in trainees' knowledge, attitudes, behavior, and job
performance. Oiteria to judge a training program
could come from any or all of these areas. Clearly
some of these arc more cogent than others in a
given situation. Criteria indexes for gauging
changes in job 'results (Roy and Bolke, 1971) am
usually more meaningful in the work organization
than those measuring changes in knowledge or
attitude. The comparative value of one program
when contrasted to another is more relevant than
measuring the amount of effort invested in a single
program, i.e. "trying does not equal success."

Regardless of the evaluative model used, a
success criterion must be applied. Criteria used in
evaluation which employs the organizational sup-
port model are less precise and less quantifiable
than in the goal-attainment model. They can,
however, be quite comprehensive (Farmer, 1970).

By contrast, the goal-attainment and cost-
benefit approaches call for pinpointed criteria. Such
precise criteria can of course be limited; as Williams
(1969) cautions, "only specific aims are measur-
able and open to evaluation but management finds
it easy to jump from specific to more general
aims." But beyond doubt, any experimental design
calls for criteria that are measurable and exact. One
of the valuable "spimoffs" of evaluators' exploring
experimental approaches is forcing training officers
to come to grips with the precise purposes of the
training. One of the simple4t examples is the
development of training time measures for retrain-
ing programs.

Good criteria in training evaluation have: ( I )
range, (2) quantification, (3) reliability, (4) valid-
ity, (5) relevancy, and (6) independence. Range
means that the yardstick used should yield dif-
ferent scores from individuals in a trainee group,
ranging up and down the index. A criterion is
quantifiable if its range breaks into equal intervals,
much like a ruler: this allows for arithmetic manipu-
lation. Criteria are reliable if, within certain confi-
dence limits they yield approximately the same
results if re-administered to the same group, i.e.
measures of intelligence are reliable if they produce
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the same score when re-administered to the same
individual. Criteria are valid if they actually mea-
sure what they are designed to measure, i.e. the
evaluator's measure of job performance should
correspond to the performance standards typically
applied in the work organization. Criteria are
relevant if they stem directly from trainincobjec-
fives or program planning, are related to the
organization's goals. Criteria are independent if
they are free of possible changes occurring external
to the training program.

Validity is the single most important charac-
teristic of a criterion. It is, however, the most
difficult to achieve. Subjective methods often
come to rely on "face validity," i.e. do the changes
detected seem, on the "face" of the situation, to
he logically related to the training?

For example, if a training program contains
some very unique materials and information which
are quite unlikely to be encountered elsewhere by
trainees, these set the stage for the evaluators'
reliance upon face validity. If subsequent research
interviewing shows that trainees have adopted and
used these unique features, a basis is set for arguing
that it (training) has been effective, using a
criterion that is "obviously" valid (Bell, 1968). Bell
and Honour (1969) suggest, however, that when
trainees are asked to recall how their situation after
training has changed from what it was before, they
tend to overemphasize desirable changes.

Reliability, which is a necessary forerunner of
validity, is more easily established (Belasco and
Trice, 1969) by simply applying the criterion to a
group of potential trainees (usually before training)
and then repeating it within a reasonable lapse of
time (again, before the training).

The validity problem in criterion development
must be dealt with in nearly every training evalua-
tion but must be resolved in accord with the
particular circumstances. A major aspect of validity
is the problem of inference. How well do criteria
which measure changes in knowledge or attitudes
actually predict what will occur on the job? While
an obviously simple resolution to this problem is to
measure job performance directly, this is often-
times impossible. Trainers and evaluators may not
have access to performance situations because such
access is disruptive to the work flow. More
imphrtant is that Job performance cannot always
he measured, particularly when dealing with white-



collar or semi-professional work, when dealing with
highly specialized technical work, or when dealing
with "intangibles" such as dimensions of super-
vision. While performance measures are the ideal,
they can usually he approximated at best. The
evaluator should endeavor to cope with this basic
validity problem in terms of minimizing the "dis-
tance" between the actual and ideal criteria. One
example of such reduction is through the use of
projected job behaviors us a criterion, i.e. gauging
the trainees' reactions to hypothetical situations
which represent both die real world of their jobs as
well as the training goals. Care must be taken so
that such criteria do not have obviously "correct"
answers.

Follow-up Measurements

While many evaluative activities occur before
and during the training activity, the major "pay-
off" lies in post-training measurement. Two major
problems arc involved in considering follow-up:
timing and legitimate data comparisons.

While evaluation activities are often summar-
ized under the question, "Did it do any good?",
the accompanying query usually is, "For how
long?" Timing follow-up can be a cause of major
consternation. The longer effectiveness can be
shown to be sustained, the more likely the training
will he strongly supported. On the other hand,
evidence of the "wash-out" of results after a period
of time may undermine and discount earlier
evidence of effectiveness.

For a variety of reasons, including research
and statistical effects, most measurements of ef-
fectiveness tend to drop with increasing time-
distance from training. Measuring such patterns of
decline, which is infrequently done, can provide
valuable information on the appropriate timing of
refresher courses or other efforts to reinforce
training experiences. If anything, training evalua-
tion is usually conducted too soon after the
completion of the training, often due to trainers'
anxieties about "looking good." Immediate follow-
up may tap "halo effects" of the training exper-
knee. Furthermore, immediate follow-up does not
provide the trainees adequate opportunity to en-
counter the situations and demands where they
might "try out" their newly acquired knowledge or
skill. Thus, the timing of follow-up should he
realistically gauged to the training goals, and above
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all, should be a matter for careful consideration.
Longer-term follow-ups may he considered in the
light of training resources invested in a particular
effort, as well as in light of the resources available
for refresher activities should data indicate such a
need.

Evaluators typically use the goal-attainment
approach in measuring post-training criteria. For
example, vocational program evaluators frequently
use length of employment and amount of earnings
as criteria. These follow-up data are of three types:
(I) those with no "before-training" indexes; (2)
those with "before-training" information using the
same measures as the follow-up; and (3) those with
both "before" data and data collected from a
comparison group, using the same meuurements.

Obviously, evaluators using follow-up with no
baseline criteria information for comparison have
no basis at all for conclusions about the training's
effectiveness. Those with baseline "before" data
are in a better evaluative position; most of the
published reports employ this strategy (Solomon,
1969; Goff, 1968). Without comparison groups,
however, such evaluation has no way to assess the
ever-changing, complex factors that may alter the
trainees' behavior in the real world. A simple
example is the effect of labor market conditions on
Manpower Development and Training Act trainees'
job opportunities. If the job market is poor, this
will be reflected in criterion focused on post-train-
ing employment. These forces are obviously be-
yond the control of the training program, but with
measures of a comparison group's employments
experiences, conclusions about the training's ef-
fectiveness are more soundly based. It is important
to note that follow-ups using comparison groups,
whether secured by matching or sampling, face the
problems of legitimate comparisons previously
described (Greenberg, 1968; Smith and Honour,
1969). For example, in studying the effectiveness
of vocational training, school dropouts or academic
course students are scarcely acceptable compari-
sons from which to reach conclusions about
training effectiveness (Somers, 1971).

Follow-ups face some other common prob-
lems. If mail questionnaires arc used, the response
rate may be low, calling for efforts to stimulate
non-respondents. Even with efforts to increase
response, respondents who return the question-
naire may not be representative of the trainee



population. While samples of trainees produce the
same problem. sampling makes such follow-ups
more manageable. All follow-ups have the "detec-
tive problem." i.e. how to efficiently locate train-
ees after the training for the administration of
measurements (Belasco and Trice, 1969). Many
follow-ups have floundered because evaluators did
not carefully plan and test out a way for locating
former trainees.

Follow-ups may he plagued by ever-present
research effects, although these may he difficult to
detect. By interviewing or observing trainees, by
sending them scales, or with any other research
method, the evaluator unwittingly may affect
criterion measurement. Probably more frequent is
the inflation of measured effectiveness due to
typical attempts by trainees to give socially desir-
able responses. On the other hand, repeated con-
tacts by evaluators may increase negative reactions
to the training. Research effects are increased when
two or three contacts, involving several different
instruments, take place during the follow-up. It is
nearly impossible to adjust for research effects in
data analysis.

Fitting Method and Approach

At this point it may he valuable to return to
two basic sets of categories as a means of summar-
izing our outline of methods and techniques in
training evaluation. These techniques comprise two
types: subjective and experimental. How do these
techniques fit the six approaches to evaluation
which we previously delineated?

The goal-attainment approach can employ
either experimental or subjective methods. Experi-
ments are ideal since the approach assumes training
goals to he firmly established. Research interviews
and questionnaires can he aimed at getting trainees
to describe the extent to which they have changed
in the direction of the fixed goals of the training.
Where goals are considered largely in terms of
measuring effort, records can he appropriately
used. Generally speaking. the goal attainment
approach can be implemented through using all of
the techniques described.

The cost-benefit approach is an "open and
shut" experimental situation with heavy emphasis
on statistical indexes and comparisons. Since it has
been primarily used with manpower training pro-
grams, the approach has not perfected the use of
experimental designs. Control groups are, however,
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being introduced and the problems of simple
follow-tips when attached to the model have been
clearly discussed (Somers, 1971). Statistics play a

central role in the approach since it is based largely
on dollar estimates, indexes, and ratios.

Both subjective and experimental techniques
fit the ceremonial approach. The focus of this
approach is how the trainees see themselves, and
on the reduction of their anxieties about new
statuses. As in the goal attainment approach,
changes in these feelings and sentiments can be
measured to some degree via questionnaires, preced-
ed by research interviews to establish parameters.
Subjective methods rather than indices of job
performance permit more flexibility to register
subtle changes in self-concept and anxiety.

Records are of central importance for the
organizational support approach. This approach
calls for a high degree of direct contact with the
training program for a sizeable period of time..
Evaluators think in terms of how resources are
distributed, how interacting units perceive the
training program, and how the program fits train-
ees' needs. Experiments are largely inappropriate
for this approach while records, observation, and
subjective methods fit nicely. Whyte (1971) be-
lieves that unless substantial participative observa-
tion is introduced into evaluation efforts, the
process and dynamics of a program's efforts cannot
be accurately assessed. Research interviews comple-
ment observations and records, and are particularly
relevant to get at the amount of consensus on
operative goals, i.e. those on which day-to-day
decisions about training resources are made.

Beyond doubt, the outside validation ap-
proach depends almost entirely on observation,
records, and subjective techniques, especially the
research interview. In many instances the outsider
may have a structured observation check list and
guide against which heljudges various dimensions
of a training effort. Thus the Los Angeles City
Schools (1971) have a handbook for evaluating
instruction. Good records often afford the outside
specialist the only opportunity he has for a time
perspective on the training effort. They are, so to
speak, a platform from which he can more accur-
ately observe and talk with trainers and trainees.

Much the Same can he said for the native
methods approach. Since it focuses on trainers'
own ways to "keep score" about the success of



their efforts, the evaluator must get as accurate an
account of these native evaluative devices as
possible. Questionnaires would probably miss these
native techniques. Structured instruments could
not accurately disclose what kinds of formal
evaluation devices would, in the trainer's eyes, fit
with what he already does. Research interviewing
alone would he hampered because many times the
native evaluative devices are partly unconscious.
Thus records and skilled observation are of primary
importance in this approach.

Toward Improving Subjective Methods

Despite the elegance and power of experi-
ments, they are often impossible to use. Repeated-
ly, training directors and specialists have reluctant-
ly abandoned the experiment or have adapted it
for more practical use. This leads to the considera-
tion of how subjective methods which admittedly
are weaker, can he strengthened. Illustrative is
Reeves and Jensen's (1972) suggestion that partici-
pants' evaluation of adult education programs
could be an effective tool for refining future
programs.

Using research interviews, observation and
questionnaires in conjunction with one another is a
major strategy for strengthening these methods.
"Far from being competitive, surveys and inter-
viewing and observation are actually complement-
ary methods: the strengths of one compensate for
the weaknesses of the other" (Whyte, 1969). This
principle first calls for action-oriented trainers to
take the time necessary to use several different
subjective methods. An example lies in the prepara-
tion of questionnaires. As described earlier, these
instruments emerge too often from trainers sitting
down in their offices and devising items which
they, not trainees, believe are relevant. To make
matters worse, these questionnaire-makers often
limit the respondent's range for expressing their
reactions to the training by giving them forced-
choice "closed" responses, thus running the risk of
missing trainees' true sentiments or behaviors.
Observation and the research interview provides
means for generating the "raw materials" out of
which to fashion a questionnaire. More important,
research interviewing may provide new materials
that the evaluator does not think of, improving the
questionnaire. In an effort to evaluate organiza-
tional training, Friedlander (1967) took detailed
notes during interviews and recorded verbatim
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comments made by group members which were
rephrased into items for a questionnaire.

Statistical findings from questionnaires must
he interpreted, and research interviews at this point
in the process may provide a means for more
creative and comprehensive analyses (Belasco and
Trice, 1969). Careful observation can likewise
expand the trends detected in research interview-
ing. Observation provides a tangible reality dimen-
sion for the results of research interviewing. Obser-

vational data may provide even better "raw
materials" for questionnaires than research inter-
views alone.

Subjective methods can be improved by samp-
ling. An adequate and straightforward sampling
approach begins with a complete alphabeticked list
of trainees to be evaluated. By simply counting off
along the natural ordering of the alphabetically
arranged list and taking every nth name after
starting at a random point in the list, a "systematic
sample" is produced. One study indicated this
procedure produced the same results as a stratified
random sample in using weighted application
blanks for hiring purposes (Trice and Penfield,
1961). If a systematic sample is taken from a
clearly defined population and subjective methods
used on all persons in that sample, the evaluator
knows far more than if he relies on intuitive
assumptions that the trainees on whom he has
measurements constitute a representative sample.
Such sampling, if it is sustained, reduces the dollar
costs of evaluation efforts appreciably since no
more than 30 or 40 percent of the trainees, at the
most, must be contacted for data collection.

Another improvement of subjective methods
their complementary but separate use on the same
evaluative question, a strategy called in technical
terms "multiple triangulation." For example, an
evaluator develops a questionnaire asking a sample
of supervisory trainees if and how they adopted
specific techniques of grievance handling. Com-
pletely independent of this data collection he uses
research interviews to explore the same basic
points on a smaller (but different) sample of the
same population of trainees. Whether or not the
conclusions of these two approaches coincide,
subjective methods have been improved by using
one to check on the other and by unavoidably
generating a greater breadth of information.

Would these two methods produce discrepant



results, a third method, observation. could he
employed to resolve the differences. One large-
scale example of this combination of methods is
the Ritzer and Trice study of the professionalism
of personnel managers ( 19(69),

A powerful argument against rigorous experi-
ment designs and for the integration of various
subjective approae!ws to evaluation comes from
Argyris (1968a, 1968b). Taking sharp exception to
the experimental design wily position of Dunnette
and Campbell (196g) regarding laboratory training,
Argyris argues for the use of various subjective
methods and their combination as a more viable,
less offensive way to conduct training evaluation.
lie is especially insistent that "control" groups are
highly unrealistic, producing harmful unintended
consequences and failing to perform their alleged
experimental function.

An additional way to improve subjective tech-
niques would he oncerted effort to focus them
on behavior change rather than, for example, on
knowledge or attitudinal change. Attitude change
may have practically no relationship to behavior
change; consequently it is important to concen-
trate as much as possible on actual, desirable.
on-the-job behaviors that result from training. A
pertinent example of this emphasis is Kirkpatrick's
(19691 interview study aimed at measuring such
behavior changes. Interviewing both participants
and their immediate supervisors two to three
months following a training institute on "Develop-
ing Supervisory Skills." he concentrated on how
specific job behaviors differed alter the training in
contrast to before the institute. These job behav-
iors were exhaustive, including interview data on
changes that ranged from order-giving to employee
turnover. Numerous desirable changes were found:
for example, "probably the most significant behav-
ior change appears to have' occurred in the partici-
pant's success in satisfying complaints before they
become formal grievances" (Kirkpatrick, 1%9:35).
The results indicated that the training was, beyond
doubt, resulting in favorable changes in on-the-job
behavior, although the trainees tended to indicate
more positive changes than did their supervisors.

Turning to other aspects of questionnaire
improvement. validity is clearly the most impor-
tant aspect. Validity will he enhanced by pretesting
questionnaires in order to get a fix on their
validity. Pretestingoterfor the training evaluator

to resist the temptation to respond to pressures to
do a "quickie" questionnaire which he "feels" is a

valid criterion.
First the questionnaire developed from obser-

vat ion and research interviewing is submitted to a
small but representative group of trainees, asking
them to locate confusing wording, and directions,
and to suggest how the instrument can be im-
proved.

Next, the pretest includes efforts to validate
the questionnaire against outside criteria. This calls
for responses to be checked by some independent
source of the same information to see if there is
congruence. Thus if a questionnaire indicates su-
pervisors have reduced the "halo" effect in perfor-
mance appraisals, i.e. typically rpting high-status
subordinates high and low ones low, a pretest
check of actual behavior can determine if this took
place. Another example is a comparison of re-
ported adoptions of managerial techniques such as
clearer budgetary planning gained from "manage-
ment by objectives" training checked against
records in accounting offices. A third example:
respondent-managers may report they participate
differently (such as interview, study records, and
seek job analysis information from the personnel
office) in the hiring process following participation
in "management games." Such reported behaviors
could he checked, at least in part, against personnel
department records.
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The "behavioral" theme in validation could he
carried a step further to the use of direct observa-
tion of the trainees' post-training behavior as an
evaluative criterion. In communication training,
trainees can he rated by observers on the accuracy
with which they communicate complex bits of
information to a third party. Similarly, those who
have experienced supervisory training could be
asked to role play a typical problem situation with
subordinates while observers assess the extent to
which specific supervisory concepts were actually
used.

There are several other kinds of validity in
addition to external validation, "Face validity" has
already been described. "Predictive validity" refers
to the extent a questionnaire distinguishes between
trainees who will change in some desirable direc-
tion compared to those who will show little
change. 'thus a training evaluation questionnaire's
predictive validity would consist of correlating its



behavioral change scores with actual behavioral
changes, as in the example discussed above. When
the questionnaire collies to consistently identity
responders and nonresponders to the training, it
has predictive validity. When large investments are
to he made in a training effort, pretesting during a
pilot period may establish this type of validity.

An imaginative approach to the problem of
"construct validity" of a questionnaire has been
reported by Reeves and Jensen (1972). Focusing
upon participant evaluation of management train-
ing programs at the University of Wisconsin, they
assumed that there should be (I) comparable
subjective evaluations of identical programs by
separate groups of participants with similar training
needs. (2) participants' subjective evaluations
would he consistent over time; and (3) trainers'
evaluations of their own programs would be
compatible with those of the participants.' The
results showed considerable consistency across
these three categories. Thus construct validity
(Sellitz, et at, 1959) raises the question of whether
questionnaire results relate to other relevant fac-
tors in a fashion one would reasonably expect.

Questionnaires that attempt to measure behav-
ior are more easily validated than questionnaires
dealing with beliefs, attitudes, and perceptions
which are less amenable to validity checks. As
Whyte (1963:10) points out, such data "remain
within the subjective world of informants and do
not allow us to break out and connect the
subjective with the objective." Questionnaires can
only tell us feelings the respondents think that
they have. If such data are collected, for example,
in an evaluation of human relations training for
supervisors, their validity might be checked against
such "hard" post-training data as work-group with
figures such as absenteeism, turnover, and produc-
tivity.

Despite the numerous efforts that can he made
to establish and improve the validity of evaluative
criteria, a major (and usually unavoidable) source
of validity problems is the respondent group.
Evaluators might as well accept the fact that
respondents commit a sizeable amount of both
intentional and unintentional errors. For example.
Bell and Buchanan (1966) discovered that 30
percent of respondents in a general population gave
inaccurate replies to a question about voting.
Cannell and Fowler found that 10 percent of their
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respondents had inaccurately reported whether
they had or not had surgery. Apparently such
errors are an attempt to make reported behavior
compatible with personal and group norms (Clark
and Tifft, 1966). Consequently trainees may he
motivated to exaggerate reports of desirable behav-
iors resulting from the training because these are
perceived to be consistent with expectations of
trainers and of the organization. In sum, we must
expect some invalidity through both error and
lying, but should try to learn how much of it there
is.

Reliability, which is a necessary first step
toward criterion validity, is all too often forgotten.
It can be estimated in the pretest by administering
the questionnaire a second time to the same sample
of trainees some three or four weeks later. Various
forms of correlations between the items adminis-
tered at the two points in time can then be used to
determine if respondents are consistently respond-
ing to the items. Correlations of .85 or above
suggest reliability although even this much dis-
agreement can damage interpretations of question-
naire results. Sampling fluctuations may contamin-
ate correlations to an unknown degree (Lord,
1970), sometimes artificially inflating reliability.
One's evaluative information will, however, be
more justifiable if simple reliability indexes are
computed during pretest.

A scale is a gauge for arranging responses in
order to assign numerical. distinctions of degree to
them. Scales usually comprise the "meat" of
criterion questionnaires. The best most evaluators,
can expect is the use of crude ordinal scales such as
the previously described Likert-type (Liken,
1932). These scales permit ranking of responses or
descriptions of behavior in some clearly discernable
order that may, or may not, be assigned numerical
values. An example of ordinal scale in organization-

,a1 life is foreman, supervisor, director, manager,
vice president, and executive vice president. In
terms of a questionnaire, items can be devised so
that trainees' responses could be arranged on an
ordinal scale that reflects degrees of behavioral
change they attribute to the training.

Although ordinal scales are an improvement
over a simple list of different responses (sometimes
called "nominal scales"), they do not permit a
standard unit of measurement because there is not
a standard Interval between points on the scale



such as would come from information on income
level. Thus. while interval scales are difficult to
develop, some "naturals" may he present in ques-
tionnaire material. Age is the classic example. In
supervisory training, the actual number of subordi-
nates, salaries and salary changes, or the total
dollar budgets are examples of interval items. The
evaluator should he alert to these true intervals
that may permit a classification of subjective
responses into a more precise description. The
evaluator should not fear a sizeable number of
categories in the belief that simplicity and 2 x 2
statistical tables are the only basis for analysis
(Blalock, 1964).

It is often helpful during a pretest to set up
"dummy" tables for how the results will be
analyzed, using pretest results as a "dry run." The
evaluator can prepare in advance how he will use
the results of the actual administration of the
questionnaire and drop items which do not appear
to be useful. Furthermore, these mock-ups raise
questions regarding how additional scales may he
incorporated into the questionnaire, or how those
already there might he improved.

A practical issue involved in many follow-up
studies using questionnaires is how response rates
can be increased. Champion and Sear (1969)
suggest use of personalized; hand-stamped letters;
they found special delivery helped materially; and
that "longer" questionnaires do not seem to stymie
returns. In terms of different training groups, these
researchers found greater appeal to lower-class
respondents if the covering letter emphasized the
benefits the respondent would receive by respond-
ing while a similar, but muted, point was included
in those follow-ups sent to upper-middle and
upper-class respondents:a strong appeal to help the
evaluative effort achieve its goals appeared to
increase response in these groups. In sum, follow-
up appeal to low status respondents was based on
egotism, while appeal to high status persons was
based on altruism.

Until now we have assumed that the fixed-
choice questionnaire is more likely to he the best,
with items and response choices developed through
the use of research interviewing. Numerous reasons
justify the closed strategy: it insures that answers
relate to the specific evaluative focus; it forces the
respondent to make a judgment about the training
experience: it avoids the necessity of having re-
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sponses on an "open" instrument interpreted,
classified and coded: it facilitates responses from
those who are not articulate; and it reduces
differences between reticent and verbose respond-
ents. But there may he situations where evaluators
should consider an open type questionnaire. If
research interviewing reveals that respondents lack
sufficient information, are uncertain about feelings
and attitudes, or are widely variable in their
reactions to a training experience, an "open"
approach may be indicated. This may provide
depth information on the process through which to
arrive at particular subjective feelings about the
training experience. Such a questionnaire could be
made up of questions like "Describe the differing
opinions you have had about this training course";
"As the training progressed tell us about your
emotional feelings"; "What aspects of the training
experience were particularly meaningful to you?"
"How had you defined the situation in your own
mind before the training?" If training issues are
complex, the open type may he particularly
appropriate with evaluation emerging from a de-
tailed content analysis to form judgmental ideas
about effectiveness.

There are several ways in which research
interviews might be improved in order to supply
the data for the fixed-choice questionnaire. Evalua-
tors can try to keep the interview constant from
respondent to respondent by intensive training
designed to standardize interviewers. Role playing
between interviewers and video-taping serves to
familiarize interviewers and provides for reduction
of variations in questioning strategy. It is helpful to
have only one or. two interviewers do all the
interviewing. Where a large number of interviews
are needed, Friedman (1967) suggests a different
tactic: if there are a number of potential interview-
ers, they can be representatively sampled for
interview participation in order to randomize the
interviewer's influence on respondents' replies.
Regardless of the number of interviews, it is good
policy to have enough interviewers to complete the
work in the shortest time possible.

In terms of the conduct of the interview,
Whyte suggests that indirect types of questions
may help when people do not. respond to a direct
one. Thus, "How do you feel about A?" can he
altered to "I low do you feel about A, compared to
B,C,D, etc.?" (Whyte, 1959). Furthermore, he



found that the of cards with questions printed
on them drew the "attention of the respondent
away from die interpersonal situation with the
interviewer and pointed it toward his experiences
and sentiments" (Whyte, 1954:23). Becker (1954)
suggests it may he helpful for the interviewer to
respond to abstract statements with mild skepti-
cism and ask for specific examples. This forces
respondents to come forth with more personal,
subjective feelings in place of vague abstractions.
He also reports "playing dumb," thereby eliciting
more detail than if he immediately accepted
statements as if he fully understood them.

Another suggestion is the "tandem interview."
Kincaid and Bright (1957:309) report that two
interviewers "can more effectively explore an
unchartered field than a single interviewer" as well
as produce "gains in validity and reliability." The
interviewers perform as colleagues, but develop a
pattern for questioning such that "recording is
efficiently done without struggling to keep pace
with the respondent, thus freeing the interviews of
breaks in continuity." This further suggests the
possibility of a tandem research interview on small
groups of trainees. Chandler (1956:27) reports
close correspondence between materials collected
in group and individual interviews, but indicated
that "the group opinions that could be distilled
wIre not a completely accurate reflection of
the private feelings," with the conclusion that
interviewing small groups could be "a valuable
supplement to individual interviewing."

Recording the interview is an ever-present
problem. While the goal is full recording, this is
obviously impossible without a tape recorder.
While some report they have been -ole to intro-
duce tape recorders without threat, the majority
opinion seems to he that they stymie responses
especially among those tho are not articulate.
Without a recorder the ideal is to memorize
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responses and record them later. Accurate memori-
iation may, however. he a difficult skill to acquire,
and dependence upon memory is inevitably risky.
The development of a rapid note-taking ability,
even shorthand can surmount this problem. Such
recording can be made either during or immediate-
ly after the interview. Rapid writing during the
interchange may help to demonstrate confidential-
ity if the interviewee can readily see that the notes
are largely unintelligible. But such note-taking can
disrupt eye contact, questioning patterns, the
respondent's perception that the interviewer is
listening. One solution is "taking notes with a
partial shorthand during the interview in order to
get on paper a summary of main points and key
verbatim sentences ... These notes become the
basis for a longer written account to be made as
soon as possible after the interview" (Belasco and
Trice, 1969:30). At this point a tape recorder can
also be used so that important points are captured
while they are still fresh.

Unfortunately evaluators usually have less
opportunity to use criteria based on direct observa-
tion than to use other subjective devices. The most
direct improvement of observation is the use of
two observers if at all possible. Qbservatiod suffers
primarily from inaccuracies and from the conscious
and unconscious bias of the observer. If two
observers of different backgrounds carefully ob-
serve the same behavior, they can compare and
check their recorded materials. Beforehand they
can develop recording methods that differentiate
actual events from the interpretation of events.
Observers usually assume they will remember more
than they do; thus a training effort should be
directed toward getting observers to separate actual
observations from interpretation in their record-
ings. Furthermore, materials can be coded relative
to the degree of accuracy of recorded observation:
exact recall, reasonable recall, or only an approxi-
mation of what actually occurred.



IMPROVING ADAPTATIONS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

After-only Strategies

One of the major problems with the experi-
mental method lies in the fact that typically it calls
for "before" measures of some kind. These mea-
sures tend to have a very potent effect of their
own, namely the "research effect" described ear-
lier. Administration of these measures can often
produce as much change as the training itself (Trice
and Belasco, 1969). The experimenter himself, as
well as the instruments he may use in an experi-
ment, may generate self-fulfilling prophecies that
produce changes in trainees which may naively be
attributed to the training (Rosenthal, 1966). For
example, Anderson and Anderson (1971) found
that behavioral change was accomplished by the
use of questionnaires that called for participants to
rate management and each other.

The impact of this flaw can be reduced if a
design can be constructed that avoids collecting
"before" information from trainees. While "before
training" data are necessary to establish a starting
point from which to compute change, direct
collection (and its contaminating effects) may be
avoided if enough training candidates are available.
Two steps can be taken: first, the use of a large
number of potential trainees and, second, use of
numerous strata for sampling them so that repre-
sentiveness is assured. With a large sample (200 or
more) and random division is made of the sample
into two groups, neither of which gets "before"
measures. One group receives training while the
other does not and is used as a comparison group.
The probability of drawing comparable groups
increases greatly if the sample is stratified on a
maximal number of those variables which are
believed to lead to differential attitudes, know-
ledges, skill, and behaviors. In addition to demo-
graphic variables, stratification can hopefully in-
clude personality traits. If these steps are taken,
the training and comparison groups should have
nearly identical "starting points," eliminating the
necessity of "before" measurement. If this strategy
is followed as an alternative "I: )re" measure-
ment, a simple two-group comparison contrasting
the "after" scores of trainees with the "after"
scores of the non-trainees will constitute a legiti-
mate measure of change. Incidentally, these non-
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trainees can receive the training after the evalua-
tion study so that both evaluative and training
goals are met. It bears repeating that this adapta-
tion of classic experimental design relies heavily on
randomized placement of the population into a
trainee and a comparison group.

Legitimately Compare Several Types of Training

Rather than attempting to generate a control
group which does not receive the training, it is
often more practical and sometimes more revealing
to compare types of training, assuming such
comparisons can be done legitimately. Ideally this
can be accomplished by randomizing trainees into
one of the several types of training, which should
be as different in content and strategy as feasible,
but whose objectives are as similar as possible.
Randomization, as described previously, will assure
common starting points, using common "after"
criteria for all of the training. In situations where
fewer trainees are available, matching of trainees in
the several different types can also be attempted to
assure common starting points on the evaluative
criteria. Such matching can be done via "twins" in
which a trainee from each type is matched with
one from the other. Unfortunately matching re-
quires large numbers of trainees before individuals
can be found that match each other as closely as
possible.

Current literature about training evaluation
abounds in examples of this approach, suggesting it
may be more feasible than the traditional experi-
mental design. Often, however, these studies do
not appear to meet minimal requirements for
legitimate comparison since neither randomization
nor matching assured common starting points. A
"univex net" which transmits audio and visual
signal via telephone lines from one campus class-
room to another was compared with auto-tutorial
carrel units which were set up for independent
study (Ever ly, 1970). In a study which compared
programmed instruction with older, more tradi-
tional methods for retail staff, it was concluded
that programmed training seems to have its greatest
application in fields where the subject matter is
clearcut and where trainees are required to learn in
a routine way (Pickett, 1970).



Another study contrasted computer-assisted
instruction about basic electronics with typical
classroom lecture and de ino nst ra t ions, wit li
achievement and time scores as common criteria.
and the computer assisted group showing greater
improvement on the post-test measures (Ford and
Dewey, 1970), The question of T-group training
effectiveness has been approached in this fashion.
Heck (19b$) compared the effectiveness of
T-groups and the more traditional program of the
Human Development Institute in changing inter-
personal perception styles and communication.
skills. These skills improved in both types of
training but neither altered interpersonal patterns.
A comparison of a lecture-discussion approach to
interpersonal relations in organizations with
T-group training produced roughly the same
change in beliefs about interpersonal behavior, but
the T-group experience, produced greater chimges
in the trainees' perceptions about themselves (Bol-
men, 1971). Arnoff and Litwin (1971) gave execu-
tives a program designed to strengthen their need
for achievement and matched them with executives
chosen to attend the corporation's executive devel-
opment course. Motivation training produced sig-
nificantly better results in both job level and salary
achievements.

Although these examples deal with compari-
son of only two techniques of training, an experi-
mental design, using a Latin Square notation, could
compare three or four techniques. Thus one group
participates in business games, another receives
lectures, while a third 'engages in role-playing.
These techniques might he directed toward a series
of specific objectives such as improved communica-
tions, employee-oriented supervisory styles, and
knowledge of union-management relations. Each
group would participate in throe training exper-
iences, with one of the three training techniques
used for each of the three objectives. Scores of the
nine resultant exposures could then be compared
on a common criterion.

Comparing Randomized with NonRandom Groups

Although the classic experimental design calls
for random placement of trainees into trainee and
control groups, this is rarely accomplished. Practi-
cally speaking, groups that have not been selected
on a random basis are often the only ones available
for comparison even though they theoretically
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introduce bias and make comparisons less legiti-
mate. Bonus and Buntz (1972). writing primarily
about evaluating manpower training programs,
implicitly raise the question: Are non-random
control groups as contaminating as believed? There
seems to be little actual empirical evidence for such
contamination. "To determine the relative merits
of the various types of control groups, an empirical
investigation should be conducted in which data
from each type of control group (random and
non-random) and their labor market experiences
compared" (Borus and Buntz, 1971:328). Training
managers wishing to improve training evaluation
procedures and at the same time create a potential-
ly large saving of resources, could make a notable
contribution by mounting such a study. They
might discover we can reasonably operate with
non-random groups with less damage than pre-
viously believed. Perhaps a weighting factor form-
ula might be devised whereby results could be
corrected by the degree of contamination typically
present in non-random control groups.

Predicting Effective Training Results

Although predictions of desirable training re-
suits without comparison groups do not answer the
basic question whether changes were due to the
training, they do use criteria against which predic-
tor items can be assessed; thus, such efforts are at
least marginally experimental. For example, turn-
over and absenteeism, both during training and
after job placement, are criteria against which
predictor items of training effectiveness can be
judged. Subsequently, other training approaches
can be devised and evaluated for those who do not
respond. Numerous studies of the hard-core unem-
ployed have focused on predictor items that could
serve to identify those hard-core persons who
respond to traditional training, setting the stage for
systematic study of those who do not. As might be
expected the younger, unmarried hard-core trainee
who is relatively free of family responsibilities is

, more likely to drop out of training and show job
turnover (Quinn, et al., 1970; Gurin, 1968; Hodg-
son and Brenner. 1968; Rosen, 1969). These, and
the numerous other predictive variables that have
been isolated in this type of training might be
effectively used to develop different types of
training as well as more effective selection for
training (Purcell and Cavanagh, 1969; Shlensky,



1970: Greenberg. 1901; AI k ham,. et at, 1970:
Teahan, 1%9),

Use of Subjective Methods

Finally the principle of complementary re-
search techniques should he explored. Experiment-
al results can be broadened and better understood
by research interviews, questionnaires and observa-
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Lion. Whyte 11%9:47) puts it succinctly: "I have
been arguing that before-after measures of the
effects of a given governmental program are not
good enough. We need to know what went on
within the program that may be presumed to
account for the differences ... who is to provide
such data? Someone who is out in the field
observing what is going on, perhaps even a partici-
pant observer."



RECENT TRENDS IN TRAINING EVALUATION

Traditional concerns for evaluating craft and
technical training remain prominent among train-
ing specialists, despite trends toward a wider
variety of training methods and new evaluation
approaches. For example, Cook (1971) discusses
the advantages of full-time training courses for
building craft apprentices. He assesses the cost of
effectiveness of aptitude tests in such training and
presents a comparison of costs and results between
day release and full time training, A summary of
22 research reports assessing the technical profi-
ciency of U.S. Navy aeronautical support personnel
describes a "matrix method" for evaluating train-
ing (Siegel, 1967). Kayloe (1 971) uses thismethod
to evaluate how technical training prepares a
person to perform defined tasks after graduation
from a training program, with estimates of "suit-
ability for the job" as the basis for training
evaluation. Tasks were sorted into a matrix in
which the two divisions represented technician
proficiency and task importance. Task frequency
entries produced a Training Index, an Overtraining
Index, and an Undertraining Index. Comparison of
a traditional and a sharp revision of a radio
operator training course provides another example
of continued concern for evaluation of technical
training (Goffard, 1970), Using the same method,
Greenberg (1970) compared graduates of on-the-
job training technical skills programs conducted by
business firms themselves with Neighborhood
Training Centers trainees, Over the past decade,
hundreds of training programs for the hard-core
unemployed have emerged. Many of these efforts
have reported their evaluations which frequently
turn out to he a predictive strategy in which the
characteristics of successful trainees are described.
A review of some of these results provides a flavor
of this literature.

Quinn et at 11970) used an experimental
design and contrasted employees with prejob
training that was company-oriented (rather than
skill training) with those not trained but hired
directly. Although trained individuals were more
likely to value work and show positive attitudes
toward time schedules, their job skills were not any
greater. This study also produced a caution against
optimistic hopes for training programs for the
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disadvantaged. Trained individuals were found to
want more autonomy than they probably will get
and they viewed supervision more unfavorably
than did those who did not receive the training; in
short, the training tended to lead to greater
expectations than job circumstances provided.

Rosen (1969) studied training for hard-core
unemployed that focused on changing the trainee's
attitudes about himself and his relationships with
others in contrast to training that focused on the
company and job adjustment, using matched
groups. Those in the company-oriented sessions
showed less turnover than did those in the atti-
tude-change sessions. But when this study went a
step further and compared turnover with normal
hires, it was revealed that company orientation
training was not necessarily more effective than no
training at all.

Much of this program evaluation is at a
rudimentary level, but nonetheless shows a clear
trend toward accepting the need for accountabil-
ity. The employment history and present job status
of educable mentally retarded students who ter-
minated their schooling in New York City from
1960.1963 was studied by Tobias (1960), Despite
free resources for training and placement available
through the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation,
less than 40 percent of the interviewed sample and
less than 20 percent of the total population were
known to the D.V.R.

What appears to be basically an outside spe-
cialist approach characterizes numerous evalua-
tions. Rowan and Northrup (1972) examined the
impact of adult basic education programs on the
upward mobility in the paper industry of disad-
vantaged workers (especially Black) initially hired
for unskilled jobs, Observation and testing showed
that few completed the courses and those who did
showed little improvement in arithmetic and read-
ing. Programmed teaching methods were shown to
he largely unsuccessful. An analysis of six man-
power development and training programs in five
cities directed toward unskilled slum residents
recommends specific techniques for trainee recruit-
ment and selection, stuffing, and job placement
(Ne Ilum, 1969), Elliott (1972) urges adult educa-
tors to evaluate their own evaluation effort,



providing a sequence of features of a program for
an evaluator to assess in the content analysis of a
training effort for disadvantaged families.

Simple follow-ups without control or compari-
son groups is often found in attempts to assess the
value of training among the disadvantaged. Fre-
quently these are cost-benefit oriented (Conley,
1969: Wood and Campbell, 1970), but they may
tend to overstate the effectiveness of the training
because even without the programs dkadvantaged
groups may have had greater-than-average improve-
ments in their work situations during this time
period. Similarly, the follow-ups of a Manpower
Training and Development Act program (Prescott
and associates, 1971), of Training Incentive Pay-
ment Programs (Institute of Public Administration,
1971), and of Job Opportunities in the Business
Sector (Greenleigh. 1970) suggest the beginnings of
evaluative efforts even though they suffer from the
flaws of most follow-ups.

An evaluative trend can be discerned here,
namely that assessment of M.D.T.A. programs has
taken a cost-benefit form, usually without control
or comparison groups. A South Carolina study
(University of South Carolina, 1968) projected
estimated lifetime benefits of these programs
against estimated monetary training costs, conclud-
ing that benefits greatly exceeded costs. Mangum
(1967) makes estimates of overall costs of both
quantifiable and non-quantifiable accomplishments
of M.D.T.A. programs, compares these with the
overall benefit contributions, and concludes
that the programs should be expanded. Young
(1970) focuses only on the cost dimension of
M.D.T.A. programs, hoping to provide training
decision makers with a thorough range of training
costs involved.. His list of cost dimensions provides
evaluators with an exhaustive list of both direct
and indirect dollar costs against which to compare
estimated benefits. A U.S. Department of Labor
report (1967) concludes that M.D.T.A. training
programs result in a general upward shift in overall
hourly earnings despite variations in different
industries. Sewell (1971) criticizes many such
training efforts for selective admission, thereby
"stacking the cards" in their favor. When, however,
he used a cost-benefit analysis on a manpower
training program that did not select on the basis of
aptitude or intelligence, he found a higher benefit
cost ratio for on-the-job training than for institu-
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tional training.
Efforts to evaluate the retraining of the un-

employed is another trend. Somers' 1967 study is
illustrative. He describes a 1962 interview survey of
employees in West Virginia who had hired trainees
under the Area Redevelopment Act, a 1964 nation-
wide questionnaire survey of members of the
American Society of Training Directors, and a
questionnaire mailed to 1,000 employers in Wis-
consin about the apprenticeship pattern of on-the-
job training. These represent an awareness of the
need for evaluation but must be viewed as embry-
onic at best. Borus (1966) computed cost-benefit
ratios (for individual trainees, for the government,
and fur the economy) for trainees and three
non-random control groups. Hardin and Borus
(1969) used cost-benefit ratios in a predictive
pattern. Another evaluative effort (Somers, 1968)
used three non-random control groups (rejected
applicants, trainees who dropped out before com-
pleting the course, and unemployed workers who
did not apply) with the evaluative criterion of
success in placing workers in useful employment.
Solie (1968) used practically the same kinds of
control groups, concluding from the comparisons
that retraining programs do improve job prospects
for the unemployed, but these benefits probably
vary directly with changes in the general level of
employment.

Although much less sophisticated, some
studies of women in the labor market contain
evaluative themes. Orth (1971) carefully examines
the extent to which women have penetrated
managerial ranks and concludes that even though
the long term outlook for the next decade is for a
shortage of male managers, male attitudes toward
women at the professional and managerial level
continue to block change. This suggests the ab-
sence of a support system for training of female
managers, i.e. they simply will not be accepted
regardless of their training. This occr.s despite
recent facts about labor costs (absentee ;m, turn-
over, tenure, and mobility) of the female manager
which show no cost differential between men and
women in terms of their contribution to the work
effort (Wells, 1969).

There has been some attention to a potential
training audience among senior citizens. Although
not formal evaluation in the strict sense, a Chicago
study established that there is, indeed, an elderly



audience that is interested in quality continuing
education (Sanfield, 1071). Supporting this finding
is a Massachusetts study showing that it is feasible,
in a case-study orienution, to redirect and reacti-
vate older workers toward employment (John F.
Kennedy Center, 1969). These studies, while only
forerunners of actual evaluation, suggest that train-
ing for women and older employees is both
desirable and practical.

As occupational obsolescence becomes more
and more a fact of work life, continuing profes-
sional education has emerged as a way to deal with
it. Robertson and Dohner (1970) have described
the need for lifelong learning for physicians and
offer their opinions about the effectiveness of
recent continuing education programs to combat
obsolescence. One study attempted to devise eval-
uation criteria for continuing training by observing
physicians' practice and then suggesting ethication-
al programs to meet the needs revealed, although
actual evaluation did not take place (Meyer, 1970).
Concern reached the point where an entire medical
conference devoted itself to the possibility of
evaluating continuing medical education (Rising,
1970), surveying methods and approaches and
emphasizing the need for more systematic selection
of strategies. Continuing training of state and
federal judges, and its evaluation by outside ex-
perts, is.another example of the trend. In a general
vein, adult educators dealt with the criterion
problem at a recent conference dealing with
gauging the adaptability of a profession (Nattress,
19x,9).

The Threat of Evaluation to Trainers

In conclusion, we return to our earlier discus-
sion of resistances to evaluations. Even though
most evaluators are aware of the threat evaluation
poses to training people, they probably are not
aware of some of the reasons for the concerns they
encounter. Much of the trainer's resistance comes
from the explicit intent of evaluation to find out if
training is effective. Evaluation is usually an effort
to "find out what's wrong with us." Anxieties
mount when trainers discover that evaluation often
produces negative results that may put them in a
had light, and quite naturally them feelings bring
out defensive measures to protect against unfavor-
able findings.

Furthermore, evaluative studies aim at generat-
ing information that will probably he used to
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change the training program. Since the changes
that may come from evaluation are largely un-
known, the typical anxieties associated with
change are aggravated. One careful study of profes-
sional employees and supervisors in two large
hospitals concluded that "only a minority ex-
pressed an attitude favorable to taking the risks
which are believed to exist when information with
evaluative implications is wide'y disseminated"
(Eaton, 1962:421).

Training people often feel that a more bal-
anced picture could be developed if they could
participate in the evaluation, even design some of
the methods used and define the outcomes to be
measured. Trainers justifiably tend to believe that
everyday experience and practical judgments are
far more realistic than results generated from
"scientific" methods. They feel evaluation will find
little that they did not know before.

Trainers are more apt than evaluator: to
be concerned with Immediate, specific use of know-
ledge while evaluators think more in long range,
problem-solving terms. "Action" people in general
and trainers in particular, are prone to commit
themselves to evaluation strategies without realizing
their full importance. When they do discover the
evaluative study's meaning and implications, they
may sharply reverse their acceptance.

As a result training staff may devise ways to
counteract these risks and threats. Negative results
can be interpreted as evidence that the program
just doesn't have enough resources; or that changes
occurred that were not measured. Other rationali-
zations are plentiful and may be more than excuses:
(1) training effects are long range and cannot be
gauged immediately; (2) measuring instruments are
too crude and cannot pick up important, but subtle,
effects; (3) withholding training for experimental
purposes is unfair to those so used. These senti-
ments sometimes even reach the point of putting
direct pressure on evaluators as to how the study
should turn out.

Much can be done to overcome these natural
resistances if evaluation is viewed as a joint activity
for the benefit of the training function. The
evaluator must be accepted as more than a voyeur.
To a large extent, mutual understanding of the
concepts, approaches and methods of training
evaluation will reduce the social distance between
trainers and evaluators.
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